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ABSTRACT
This project aims to study the performance of the Rutland 504 micro wind turbine by
means of a numerical simulation, and by implementing an experimental analysis.
The numerical approach allows the computation of the aerodynamic efficiency of
the rotor, understood as the power that can be extracted from the wind and con-
verted into mechanical energy. This study is based on the Blade Element Momen-
tum Theory using the two dimensional features of the wind turbine blade’s aerofoil.
On the other hand, the experimental study is accomplished in order to measure the
electrical power provided to a battery. Measures of the wind speed, the rotational
speed of the rotor, and the current and voltage provided to a 12 V battery allows
the evaluation of the total efficiency of the Rutland 504, understood as the electrical
power generated from the total power available in the wind.
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1. AIM OF THE PROJECT
The aim of this project is to evaluate the performance of the Rutland 504 micro wind
turbine in terms of its energy efficiency.
1
2. SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
The aim of the project is covered by following two different approaches: the nu-
merical simulation and the experimental evaluation. In other words, the energy effi-
ciency of the Rutland 504 will be analysed from a numerical study and from physical
measurements. Bear in mind that the numerical and the experimental approaches
will lead to different results. Whilst numerical analysis enables the computation of
the mechanical efficiency of the wind turbine, the experimental analysis accounts
for the electrical efficiency.
Before facing the development of these studies, an overview of wind energy will be
described.
Then, the numerical analysis will be conducted as follows:
• The different existing methods for modelling the aerodynamics of a wind tur-
bine will be presented
• The Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT) will be applied to the Rutland
504
• A two dimensional analysis of the blade’s aerofoil will be performed by means
of Computional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation
• The energy efficiency of the wind turbine will be achieved from the combina-
tion of the two dimensional study with the BEMT
On the other hand, the experimental study comprises the following tasks:
• The energy provided by the Rutland 504 will be evaluated in terms of the
electricity provided to a battery
• Different wind conditions will be simulated with a fan
• Measures of wind speed, rotational speed, voltage, intensity will be assessed
Thus, the scope of the project includes two different approaches carried out with
the same goal: evaluate the energy that a particular wind turbine design is able to
generate.
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3. JUSTIFICATION
Wind energy is a low density source of power. To make wind power economically
feasible, it is important to maximize the efficiency of converting wind energy into
mechanical energy.
Even though wind energy has experienced a relevant progress over the last decades,
there is still a huge potential for increase its efficiency. The future generation of wind
turbines will derive from the research carried out in the current times.
Among the different aspects involved, rotor aerodynamics is a key determinant for
achieving this goal. Research work conducted in this area has brought to a sub-
stantial improvement in the overall efficiency of the conversion process, with the
results that the capital costs of installing wind power can now compete effectively
with other energy sources.
The main purpose is to study the physics of power extraction by wind turbines.
Although the significant progress in the 30-year history of modern wind energy,
which has improved the efficiency of the primary process from 0.4 to nearly 0.5,
many phenomena are still not fully understood.
The aerodynamic approach that is going to be developed will allow the evaluation of
the amount of energy that a particular wind turbine rotor can extract from the wind.
This kind of study is very extended at early stages of wind turbines design, as its a
relative simple method that offers reasonable results. Hence, it will be considered
for the current project aiming to obtain a fair estimation of the mechanical efficiency.
The most noteworthy fact of this project, is that as the wind turbine subject of the
study is physically available, it is possible to compare the numerical estimations
with the experimental measurements in order to evaluate the different efficiencies
involved in the wind turbine design.
Therefore, a method for the evaluation of a wind turbine performance is presented.
The study is basically focus on small wind turbine designs and their electrical in-
stallations, although the numerical estimation can be also extended to large wind
turbines.
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4. STATE OF THE ART
Ahead of the main study, the State of the Art of wind energy and wind turbines
is presented in order to understand the essence of this project. A background on
wind energy development is first exposed, an then the different types of existing
wind turbines are introduced.
4.1 Wind Energy overview
The use of wind as a form of energy date from 3000 B.C. when ancient Egyptians
navigated the Nile River on sail boats powered by wind. Windmills where first used
in Persia as grain grinders during the 7th century. Later, in the 12th century first
windmills appeared in Europe as a way to draw up water. The first windmill able to
generate electricity was developed by the Danish Poul la Cour in 1891. Nowadays,
there are more than 70, 000 wind turbines installed just in Europe with around 117
GW of wind energy capacity [1].
The world’s primary energy demand is likely to increase over the following decades.
Figure 4.1 shows an outlook for world energy consumption by source given by the
Energy Information Administration [2] that foresees an increase in the use of all
energy sources over the next 30 years.
Figure 4.1: World energy consumption by fuel type from 1990 to 2040
Source: [2]
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Among renewable energies that are going to satisfy part of this demand, wind en-
ergy is one of the most mature. Its background technology enables a feasible ex-
ploitation at competitive production and cost conditions in comparison with tradi-
tional energy resources.
Simultaneously, there are several reasons for which the need for shifting from fossil
fuels to renewable sources has become a priority. On the one hand, it is neces-
sary to pursue a sustainable development provided by non conventional energy
resources that reduce the use of exhaustible resources. In addition, renewable
resources enable a diversification of electricity supply leading to a better energy
independence in most countries. Moreover, fossil fuels are the main cause of the
environmental changes affecting the Earth such as the greenhouse effect and air
pollution with direct consequences on human health.
These main reasons have caused many countries to adopt new energy policies
aimed at addressing climate changes, and wind energy development is seen as a
positive impact over these facts.
4.2 Classification of wind turbines
Wind turbines generate electricity by converting kinetic energy from the wind into
electrical power. As a result of over a millennium of windmill development and
modern engineering, today’s wind turbines are manufactured in a wide range of
vertical and horizontal axis types and with very different sizes. One of the main
ways of classifying wind turbines is by their nominal power, so that commercial
wind turbines may be divided into micro, small and large wind turbines.
4.2.1 Micro wind turbines
The smallest turbines are used to provide energy in off-grid systems, such as bat-
tery charging for auxiliary power for boats or caravans or to power traffic warning
signs and lamp posts. Micro wind turbines used for charging batteries are also
known as wind chargers.
As a reference, their peak power output range typically varies from 50 W up to 3000
W . In principle, off-grid wind turbines are simple machines, just a few blades con-
nected to a generator. In practice, they require careful design and construction to
ensure high energy output, reliability and low noise. Micro wind turbines commonly
consist of between three and six blades, with diameters from 0.5 to 5 meters and
work at high rotational rates.
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They produce electricity through permanent magnets generators directly activated
by the rotation of the turbine, without the presence of a gear box between the rotor
axis and the electric generator.
It is very common to see them beside other energy sources such as solar panels,
like in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Micro wind turbines on lamp posts in Minhang District, Shanghai
Source: [3]
Furthermore, it is important to note that individual small-scale wind generators used
for off-grid power generation are very different from the large scale wind farms.
Small and micro scale wind generation is far less disruptive to the local environ-
ment, and if necessary at the end of its working life a small-scale wind turbine can
be removed with very little trace left behind. Small scale wind power generation of-
ten directly benefits the local community, commonly being used in schools, remote
lighting and remote communications projects.
4.2.2 Small wind turbines
Slightly larger turbines can be used for making small contributions to a domestic
power supply. They provide powers up to around 50 kW whether for off-grid or
on-grid installations. They can cover the same kind of demand than micro wind
6
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turbines but with a greater power.
Small wind turbines are also used in hybrid installations, together with diesel gen-
erators or photovoltaic systems, providing the necessary energy to supply remote
communities.
The largest small turbines, from 10 kW , may introduce gear boxes between the
rotor axis and the generator to amplify the rotor velocity.
Figure 4.3 shows a small vertical axis wind turbine that measures 3 m in diameter
and 5 m high and provides a rated power of 6.5 kW to the grid.
Figure 4.3: Small vertical axis wind turbine for house supply
Source: [3]
4.2.3 Large wind turbines
The largest wind turbines are designed to provide energy to the electrical grid. Their
most typical configuration is a three blade horizontal axis wind turbine, with rated
powers up to 3 MW or even higher with diameters between 50 and 100 meters.
Most of them dispose of a gear box that amplifies the rotor velocity, although there
are many different configurations.
Large wind turbines include concepts such as velocity limitation due to tip noise.
In addition, the control of the wind turbine can be performed by means of active or
passive systems that regulate the power of the rotor depending on the wind velocity.
7
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They are normally found in wind farms, forming groups of hundreds, whether in land
(on-shore) or sea (off-shore) locations. Figure 4.4 shows a U.S. wind farm that has
a 845 MW capacity.
Figure 4.4: The Shepherds Flat Wind Farm in the U.S. state of Oregon
Source: [4]
4.3 Energetic efficiency of wind turbines
Wind energy consists on converting the kinetic energy of the wind into mechanical
energy by means of the resistance offered by the wind turbine blades that, when
moved by the air flow, transfer the impulse to a rotor that spins. This rotation is
transferred to a generator that converts the mechanical energy into electricity.
The power output, P , from a wind turbine is given by the well-known expression:
P =
1
2
ρU∞3ACP (4.1)
where ρ is the density of air, A is the rotor swept area, U∞ is the wind speed and CP
is the power coefficient. This power coefficient describes that fraction of the power
in the wind that may be converted by the turbine into mechanical work. As proved
in Section 7.1 Introduction to the Blade Element Momentum Theory, the CP has a
theoretical maximum value of 0.59 known as the Betz limit. In practice, lower peak
values are achieved.
The power coefficient is often represented in function of the tip speed ratio λ, the
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ratio between the rotor tip speed and the free wind speed:
λ =
ΩR
U∞
(4.2)
Figure 4.5 shows the variation CP variation with the tip speed ratio for different wind
turbines.
Figure 4.5: Power coefficients of different wind rotor designs
Source: [5]
As shown, in the best designs up to 50 % of the wind power can be converted into
mechanical energy, while the theoretical Betz limit, irrespective of the design but
inherent to the physics of air particle motion is at 60 %.
Incremental improvements in the power coefficient are continually being pursuit
by detailed design changes of the rotor and, by operating at variable speed, it is
possible to maintain the maximum power coefficient over a range of wind speeds.
However, these measures will give only a modest increase in the power output.
Major increases in the output power can only be achieved by increasing the swept
area of the rotor or by locating the wind turbines on sites with higher wind speeds.
Hence, over the last 10 years there has been a continuous increase in the rotor
diameter of commercially available wind turbines from around 30 m to more than 60
m. A doubling of the rotor diameter leads to a four-time increase in power output.
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5. THE RUTLAND 504
Hitherto, an overview of the different kind of wind turbines has been presented.
Henceforth, the focus will be on a particular model: the Rutland 504, which is the
object of study of this project.
The Rutland 504 is one of the products offered by Marlec, a United Kingdom Manu-
facturer of renewable power solutions [6]. According to the classification presented
in the State of the Art, it is an horizontal axis micro wind turbine, and as its main
purpose is to charge batteries it is typically known as a wind charger.
5.1 Main features and utilities
The Rutland 504 is designed to provide direct current through a battery for 12 V
systems. It simply converts the available wind energy into power in batteries. It
is specially suitable for installation on sailors and boats, so that the 12 V power
can be used for several utilities such as engine starting, lights, coolers, essential
navigation equipment and other low energy appliances. However, it can also be
used to supply low power needs in caravans, motor homes or remote areas.
The Rutland 504 and its previous version, the 503, are represented in Figure 5.1.
(a) The Rutland 503 (b) The Rutland 504
Figure 5.1: The Rutland 504 and its predecessor
Source: [6]
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It represents an improvement over the Rutland 503, as its design includes some
new features such a sharper nose dome to improve the flow of wind to the rotor, a
slightly longer tail fin to improve the orientation of the turbine to wind and maintain
stability.
Among the features detailed by the manufacturer it is relevant to highlight the effi-
cient power conversion provided by their wind chargers. They assure that Rutland
wind chargers ”generate greater ampere-hours in real wind conditions than turbines
of equal and often larger diameters”. Moreover, according to the Rutland’s 504 data
sheet, ”Without doubt the unique Rutland alternator design accumulates more en-
ergy than any other comparable wind generators available and you’ll always see a
Rutland spinning in the lightest of breezes!”.
In addition to the power provided by the wind charger, as seen in the previous sec-
tion the complementation with solar panels is very common and advisable for a
greater power generation. These kind of hybrid systems offer a reliable solution for
providing a balanced supply of power throughout the seasons and to take advan-
tage of the various climates around the world.
5.2 Components
The Rutland 504 is based on a permanent magnets alternator that generates a
three phase Alternating Current. The alternator is driven directly by the forces
acting on the rotor, which enable the rotation of the permanent magnets around a
fixed stator winding thus producing the electricty. The variable frequency alternating
current is then rectified within the generator nacelle, and the resulting rectified direct
current is transmitted through brushes at the yaw axis to the output cable.
The components that form the Rutland 504 are represented in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Main exploded view of the Rutland 504 assemblies
Source: [7]
The different items are listed below:
1. Nose dome. Designed with a shaped form in order to improve the flow enter-
ing the rotor
2. Hub assembly. Includes the alternator and the turbine blade (see Figure 5.3)
3. Nacelle Back Plate
4. Wind Shaft casting Assembly. Includes the windshaft casting and the Brush
Holder.
5. Post Adaptor assembly. Includes the post adaptor and the post shaft.
6. Rectifier assembly. AC/DC converter.
7. Nacelle
8. Tail assembly
12
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The exploded view of the hub assembly is given in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Exploded view of the Rutland 504 hub assembly
Source: [7]
These items correspond to:
9. Magnet assembly (pair) .
10. Turbine blade. Consists of 6 blades whose tips are protected by the outer ring
for safety purposes.
11. Bearing (6002zz)
12. Stator winding
13
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5.3 Installation
For the installation of the Rutland 504 different items are required and they are not
necessarily provided by the manufacturer.
On the one hand, the mounting pole is not included, although it is specified that the
post adapter fitted to the Rutland 504 is designed to fit inside a standard 31.7 mm
internal diameter tube, with a maximum external diameter of 38.1 mm for prevent
blades collision.
The most typical installation for the Rutland 504, and the recommended by the
manufacturer, is shown in Figure 5.4. It could also include a solar panel.
Figure 5.4: Typical installation for the Rutland 504
Source: [7]
Hereby, the Rutland 504 is thought to be connected to a battery and to a charge
regulator that prevents batteries becoming overcharged in strong winds and during
low energy consumption periods. Depending on the regulator used, an in-line fuse
is necessary to provide over-current protection.
Moreover, the cable used for connection of the wind charger to the batteries should
be in accordance to the specifications given by the manufacturer [8].
5.4 Specifications
The specifications of the Rutland 504 performance are represented in Figure 5.5,
which shows the output current provided to a 12 V at different wind speeds. As this
14
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is direct current, the power output would result from the product of the voltage and
the current (P = V · I ). Hence the maximum power output is 60 W at 38 kt.
Figure 5.5: Performance specification of the Rutland 504
Source: [8]
Note from [6]: The curve shown above is for clear, non-turbulent wind condi-
tions; this may not be achieved in some installations.
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At this point it is necessary to understand the different approaches that could be
performed in order to achieve the aim of this project: evaluate the energy efficiency
of the Rutland 504. Henceforth, the analysis of the different alternatives available
to accomplish this goal is presented below.
6.1 First Analysis
In the first place, within any study regarding wind turbines there are two basic re-
quirements to contemplate: the wind resource and the design standards.
6.1.1 The Wind Resource
The energy available in the wind changes as the cube of the wind speed as seen
before in Equation 4.1, so that the evaluation of the wind resource is essential for
wind energy exploitation. This evaluation includes the identification of suitable loca-
tion for the wind turbines, as wind speeds can vary enormously from one location
to another.
The most remarkable feature about the wind resource is its variability. The wind is
strongly variable, both geographically and temporally and this variability is difficult
to predict and control.
For the design of large wind farms projects, campaigns measurements need to
be performed over several months in order to study the available wind in certain
regions, its variability and probability.
On the other hand, the location and height of the mounting pole or tower for small
wind turbines will be one of the main factors in the overall performance of the sys-
tem. In order to achieve an effective performance, wind turbines require a smooth
flow of air in the same way as aircraft wings. The smooth flow of wind over land and
water is often interrupted by several obstructions entailing wind turbulence.
Hence, local wind speeds depend on factors such as the height of the hub or envi-
ronment features like trees, forests, hills and valleys. For small turbines installed in
urban environments, the presence of nearby trees and buildings causes a turbulent
behaviour of the wind that is responsible of a dramatically reduce of the generated
power. In general, the installation of a micro or small wind turbine on the roof of a
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house is not viable due to the turbulence caused by the building structure. Bear in
mind that downwind obstructions can be as detrimental to performance as upwind
obstructions, as represented in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Influence of houses on wind behaviour
Source: [8]
Hereby, when designing a wind turbine it is important to think about its future loca-
tion. In the case of the Rutland 504 or other similar small turbines the design must
foresee that the installation can be held in locations with low winds, so that it must
allow the energy production at relative low speeds.
On the other hand, there might be some cases in which the location of the wind
turbine is not as important. For instance, the Rutland 504 is specially designed
for boats and yachts, so that their own motion would generate an airflow over the
wind turbine assuring the energy production. However, even in these cases some
considerations must be done, such as that the wind generator should be mounted at
least 2 meters above the deck and away form other obstacles which could interfere
with the blades or tail assembly. For land locations, the minimum recommended
mounting height is about 7 - 8 meters [8].
6.1.2 International Standards
The design of a commercial wind turbine should be based on the respective stan-
dards. One of the most extended standard is the edited by the Technical Committee
TC 88 that deal with the wind energy activities of the International Electrotechincal
Commision. The documents edited by the TC 88 constitute the class IEC 61400,
which is divided into different parts. The main parts of the 61400 are listed below:
• IEC 61400-1: Design Requirements
• IEC 61400-2: Small Wind Turbines
• IEC 61400-3: Design Requirements for Offshore Wind Turbines
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• IEC 61400-4: Design Requirements for Wind Turbine Gearboxes
• IEC 61400-11: Acoustic noise measurements techniques
• IEC 61400-12: Wind turbine power performance testing
• IEC 61400-13: Measurement of mechanical loads
• IEC 61400-22: Conformity testing and certification
• IEC 61400-24: Lighting protection
Among the different parts, the main standards to take into account for the design of
Small Wind Turbines are found in the IEC 61400-2. This part of the IEC 61400 deals
with safety philosophy, quality assurance, and engineering integrity. It specifies
requirements for the safety of Small Wind Turbines including design, installation,
maintenance and operation under specified external conditions.
This standard is concerned with all subsystems of Small Wind Turbines such as
protection mechanisms, internal electricity systems, mechanical systems, support
structures, foundations and the electrical interconnection with the load. It simplifies
the IEC 61400-1 and make significant changes in order to be applicable to Small
Wind Turbines.
Although this project is not aimed to develop a new design, some considerations
included in this standards are interesting. For instance, the IEC 61400-2 states that
the support structures does not need to be included in the design for wind turbines
with rotor areas lower than 2 m2. In addition, the external wind conditions such as
turbulence intensity is defined for different cases. This information will be used later
in the two dimensional study of the blade aerofoils.
6.2 Numerical Modelling of Wind Turbines
The Numerical modelling of wind turbines can be achieved by different strategies.
Many simulation tools have been developed for wind turbine flow predictions. These
tools range from simple models, such as the Blade Element Momentum Theory
(BEMT) that requires low computational means, to advanced models, such as
three-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) which requires high com-
putational means. Besides, the numerical results obtained from these kind of meth-
ods could be achieved by means of experimental wind tunnel measurements. How-
ever, as such alternative would be too expensive and difficult so it is not considered.
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Despite the fast development of computer power, using the three-dimensional CFD
models to produce predictions of a wind turbine performance is very time-consuming.
The most time-consuming simulation method is based on an exact modelling of the
boundary layer of the flow over the surface. Here, a significant part of the opera-
tor time is spent on generating a computational mesh that satisfies the conditions
necessary for creating reliable solutions. Apart from commercially available CFD
codes, significant work has also been carried out since the start of the 1990s [9] to
develop this technique specifically for wind turbines. However, due to the high com-
putational means required by complete CFD studies, the BEMT has been through
extensive use.
Furthermore, the are available software specially designed for wind turbines anal-
ysis. For instance, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has spon-
sored the development, verification, and validation of various computed-aided en-
gineering tools for prediction of wind turbine loads and response. One of this tools
is the FAST software, that can be used to model horizontal-axis wind turibes of two
and three blades. However, as within this project the aim is to study a six-bladed
wind turbine, this tool cannot be used.
Therefore, between all the presented alternatives, the study of this project will be
performed by means of the Blade Element Momentum Theory. Not only because
it is widely extended for this kind of studies and it offers reasonable results, but
because of the time an knowledge that a complete CFD study would required to
obtain valid results.
The Blade Element Momentum Theory will be developed in Section 7.1 Introduc-
tion to the Blade Element Momentum Theory. It will be proved how the aerody-
namic characteristics of wind turbine blade aerofoils are required to complete the
study. For this two dimensional study, software based in panel methods are very
extended. XFOIL is the most popular code used as a tool for the design and anal-
ysis of wind turbine aerofoils. Developed by M.Drela at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, it is a panel code with a strong viscid-inviscid interaction scheme,
giving realistic boundary layer properties. Besides, a derivative of XFOIL, RFOIL
was developed by the TUDelft, the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) and the
Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN). RFOIL features a better conver-
gence around the maximum lift due to the use of different velocity profiles for the
turbulent boundary layer.
An alternative to panel codes like XFOIL or RFOIL is the use of two dimensional
CFD analysis. Even though it has the reputation of being time-consuming, a 2D
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analysis of an aerofoil at a certain angle of attack can take several minutes, and
a swept of different angles of attack can be achieved between one or two hours.
Hence, as CFD enables a better control on the flow definition, an apparently would
offer more suitable results than panel codes, it will be used for the two dimensional
analysis of the blades aerofoil required within the Blade Element Momentum The-
ory. Nevertheless, a comparison between the 2D CFD solution and the XFOIL
solution for the Rutland’s 504 blade aerofoil is performed in Section 9.1 Numerical
Analysis.
To sum up, between the different alternative available, the numerical modelling of
the Rutland 504 will be based on the Blade Element Momentum Theory and the
two dimensional study of the aerofoil blades will be performed by means of Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics.
6.3 Measurements of the energy production
The experimental study implemented within this project aims to measure the elec-
tricity generated by the wind turbine.
Wind turbine’s certification must be typically performed following standards such
as the 61400-12, that deals with wind turbine power performance testing. This
standard explain the method that should be accomplished to obtain the generated
power at different velocities. For instance, statistical measures of the wind speed
are required. Mean, maximum, minimum and deviated values must be calculated
in ten-minutes periods, and further statistical treatment must be performed. How-
ever, this kind of studies required data acquisition systems to obtain the measures
accurately.
Even though this performance testing based on standards would be the best choice
to achieve the goal of the experimental study, the measurement equipment avail-
able is limited, and the only viable alternative is to perform the measures basically
through an anemometer and a multimeter. This method will be develop in section
Section 8 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE RUTLAND 504.
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The main study of this project will be developed within this and the next section
according to all the information given in previously.
Here, the numerical method chosen for the estimation of the performance of the
Rutland 504 wind charger is presented. As seen in the previous section, the devel-
opment of the Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT) has been chosen as the
most suitable alternative for studying the performance of the Rutland 504 from an
aerodynamic point of view.
In order to study the aerodynamics of wind turbines some fundamental knowledge
of fluid dynamics is necessary. The basic principles of the BEMT are developed
below with [10] as the main reference.
7.1 Introduction to the Blade Element Momentum Theory
To begin with, it is important to recall that the aerodynamic analysis of the Rutland
504 is performed in order to compute the kinetic energy that can be extracted from
the wind and converted into mechanical energy. The wind turbine power production
will depend on how this mechanical energy is transformed into electricity.
The BEMT represents a classical analytical approach for modelling the steady state
aerodynamics over an Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine, and it allows calculations of
loads and performance. It is a combination of three theories: the Momentum The-
ory, the Angular Momentum Theory and the Blade Element Theory.
Previously to the different theories description, it is important to focus on how the
air flows around the wind turbine and how its properties change.
First, by passing through the rotor the mass of air is slowed down and loses kinetic
energy. The first important assumption is to consider the flow as a stream-tube of
circular cross section that extends upstream and downstream of the rotor and that
does not interact with the surrounding flow, as represented in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Air flowing as a stream-tube
Source: [10]
As the air within the stream-tube slows down, but it is not compressed, its cross-
sectional area must expand.
Once defined the flow domain, it is convenient to analyse the changes of the flow
variables, namely the velocity and the pressure, along the stream-tube. As said,
the wind turbine rotor extracts kinetic energy from the air. However, an abrupt
change in velocity is not possible due to the enormous accelerations and forces
this would require, so that the velocity goes down progressively. On the other hand,
the pressure before and after the rotor suffers a sudden change due to its design.
All wind turbines operate in this way, and depending on the design more or less
energy will be extracted from the wind.
Expanding the statement above, upstream air gradually slows down so that when
it arrives at the rotor, its velocity is already lower than the free-stream wind speed.
As the air goes through the rotor it suffers a fall in static pressure such that its value
just after the rotor is below the atmospheric pressure level. The air keeps going
with reduced pressure and velocity until far downstream, where the atmospheric
pressure value must be recovered. Therefore, it must exist a rise in static pressure
that goes at expenses of the kinetic energy loss, and that is why there air continuous
with a slowing down trend.
Hence, between the far upstream and the far downstream conditions, the air static
pressure is the same but there is a reduction of kinetic energy.
Eventually, bearing in mind this description of how the flow properties vary down-
stream and upstream of the rotor, the different theories on which the BEMT is based
can be developed.
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7.1.1 Momentum Theory
This theory analyses the aerodynamics of wind turbines by considering the overall
energy extraction process. The rotor of the wind turbine is seen as a disc whose
only task is to extract energy from the air. This energy extraction process is rep-
resented in figure Figure 7.2. The actuator disc is the responsible for the velocity
and pressure changes along the stream-tube, in the way it has been described
previously.
Figure 7.2: Energy extraction by the actuator disc
Source: [10]
In order to apply the momentum theory the following assumptions need to be
done:
• The air behaves as an ideal, incompressible and inviscid flow
• The flow is steady
• The velocity is uniform within the circular cross sections parallel to the rotor
• The stream tube is well defined from far upstream to far downstream
• The air behaves with no rotational effects
Thus, the flow within the stream tube may now be studied under these hypothesis
by means of the continuity equation as well as the momentum equation, namely
Equation 7.1 and 7.2.
d
dt
∫
D
ρdV +
∫
S
ρ(~U · ~n)dS = 0 (7.1)
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d
dt
∫
D
ρ~UdV +
∫
S
ρ~U(~U · ~n)dS = −
∫
S
p~ndS +
∫
S
~nτ ′dS +
∫
D
ρFmdV (7.2)
According to the continuity equation, the mass flow rate must be the same all along
the stream-tube. In other words, the mass of air which passes through a given
cross section of the stream-tube per unit of time is uniform all along the domain.
This leads to:
ρA∞U∞ = ρAdUd = ρAwUw (7.3)
where ρ is the air density, A is the cross-sectional area and U is the flow velocity.
Moreover, the symbol∞ refers to the far upstream conditions, d refers to conditions
at the disc and w refers to the far wake conditions.
The flow velocity at the disc, Ud, can be obtained assuming that the actuator disc
induces a velocity variation that must be added to the free-stream velocity. This
induced velocity, in the flow direction, is given by −aU∞, where a is called the
axial flow induction factor. It will be seen later, but this factor will be of relevant
importance in order to compute the efficiency of the wind turbine. Thus, the velocity
at the disc is,
Ud = U∞ − aU∞ = U∞(1− a) (7.4)
On the other hand, by solving the momentum equation for the current problem
under the previous assumptions one obtains:
ρUw
2 − ρU∞2 = −(Pd+ − Pd−)Ad = T (7.5)
where T is the force that the air exerts on the disc in the horizontal direction of the
flow.
In addition to the continuity and momentum equations, it is possible to analyse the
Bernoulli equation. However, due to the static pressure discontinuity through the
disc, the Bernoulli equation must be evaluated in two regions: from far upstream to
just before the disc, and from just after the disc to far downstream. Hence, one gets
two equations as follows,
1
2
ρU∞2 + P∞ =
1
2
ρUd
2 + Pd
+ (7.6)
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1
2
ρUw
2 + P∞ =
1
2
ρUd
2 + Pd
− (7.7)
Subtracting Equation 7.7 from Equation 7.6 one obtains,
Pd
+ − Pd− = 1
2
ρ(U∞2 − Uw2) (7.8)
Thus, from 7.1, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.8 the following relation arise,
Uw = U∞(1− 2a) (7.9)
This means that far downstream, the flow has lost twice as much the velocity it
had lost in the disc. This fact leads to an important consideration about the BEMT,
because at values of the axial flow induction factor a >= 12 , the velocity wake values
become zero or even negative, which are no reasonable values for the considered
assumptions and thus this method loses its validity.
Eventually, through the previous expressions the thrust force exerted on the disc
can be expressed as
T = ρAdUd(U∞ − Uw) = 2ρAdU∞2a(1− a) (7.10)
and then the power extracted from the air is:
P = T · Ud = 2ρAdU∞3a(1− a)2 (7.11)
It is more convenient to express them in therms of the thrust and power coefficients:
CT =
T
1
2ρAdU
2∞
= 4a(1− a) (7.12)
which represents the force that tends to bring down the rotor in the direction of the
wind, and
CP =
P
1
2ρAdU
3∞
= 4a(1− a)2 (7.13)
which represent the energy efficiency of the wind turbine.
Both CT and CP depend only on the axial flow induction factor a. Then, it is possible
to find the maximum power coefficient CP as a function of this parameter a. Deriving
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7.13 and equating to zero leads to the optimum parameter of a = 13 . Thus,
CPMAX =
16
27
≈ 0.59 (7.14)
This result is known as the Betz limit, which is the maximum achievable value of
the power coefficient. Therefore, under ideal conditions only the 60% of the power
available from the wind can be extracted. This limit is not caused by a deficiency
in design, as no design has been imposed yet, but because the stream-tube has
to expand upstream of the actuator disc and so the cross section corresponding to
free stream velocity of the tube, where the air is at full, is smaller than the area of
the disc.
7.1.2 Angular Momentum Theory
The Angular Momentum theory introduces a rotational effect in the wind that was
ignored by the Momentum Theory. To understand this effect, it is necessary to keep
in mind the process which transforms the wind energy into usable electricity. The
aerodynamics forces that appear on the rotor, as a consequence of the particular
turbine design, generate, as well as a thrust, a torque that enables the rotation of
the rotor. This rotation can be transformed into electrical energy by means of a gen-
erator, that exerts a torque equal and in the opposite direction to that of produced
by the aerodynamic forces. The torque exerted by the generator maintains the rota-
tional speed constant. This reaction torque is seen by the air as it causes a rotation
in the opposite direction to that of the rotor. As the air gains angular momentum,
in the wake of the rotor disc the air particles will have a velocity component in the
direction tangential to the rotation, in addition to the axial component seen in the
momentum theory.
This tangential component of velocity entails an increase in the kinetic energy of
the air, that goes at the expense of a drop in its static pressure just after the rotor.
This pressure fall is added to that described in the momentum theory.
Here, the following assumptions are considered:
• The flow entering the actuator disc does not have rotational motion
• After leaving the disc, the flow gains a rotational movement that maintains
constant all along the wake
• The rotational motion is linearly transferred to the air across the thickness of
the disc
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Similarly to the axial velocity, the tangential velocity is expressed in therms of a
tangential flow induction factor a′. Figure 7.3 represents this variation across the
thickness of the disc.
Upstream of the disc there is no tangential velocity. Immediately downstream of the
disc the tangential velocity is 2Ωra′, where r is the radial distance from the axis of
rotation. At the middle of the disc thickness the induced tangential velocity is Ωra′.
As discussed above, the rotational motion of the air after the disc is opposed to the
direction of rotation of the rotor, so that the tangential velocity is also opposed to
the motion of the rotor.
Figure 7.3: Tangential velocity across the disc thickness
Source: [10]
Furthermore, as the tangential velocity will depend on the radial positions and the
axial component may change as well, it is necessary to analyse the rotor as a
multiplicity of an annular rings, typically of radius r and of radial width δr. Each ring
is assumed to impart momentum only to the air which in fact passes through it.
The torque acting on the ring is defined as the rate of change of angular momentum
of the air passing through it. Thus,
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torque = mass flow rate x change of tangential velocity x radius
δQ = (ρδAdU∞(1− a)) · (2Ωa′r) · r (7.15)
where δAd is the area of an annular ring.
The torque acting on the rotor shaft is also δQ, so that the increment of rotor shaft
power output is:
δP = δQΩ (7.16)
The total power extracted from the wind by decelerating it is therefore determined
by the rate of change of axial momentum given by Equation 7.11 in the previous
section. Hence, adapting this expression for one ring leads to:
2ρδAdU∞3a(1− a)2 = ρδAdU∞(1− a)2Ω2a′r2 (7.17)
and,
U∞2a(1− a) = Ω2a′r2 (7.18)
where Ωr is the tangential velocity of the spinning annular ring and λr = Ωr/U∞ is
called the local speed ratio. At the edge of the disc r = R and then λ = ΩR/U∞ is
known as the tip speed ratio.
Thus,
a(1− a) = λr2a′ (7.19)
As the area of the ring is δAd = 2pirδr, the incremental shaft power is, from Equation
7.15,
δP = δQΩ =
(
1
2
ρU∞32pirδr
)
4a′(1− a)λr2 (7.20)
The term in bracket represents the power flux through the ring. The term outside
the brackets, therefore is the efficiency of the blade element in capturing the power,
ηr = 4a
′(1− a)λr2 (7.21)
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In the terms of power coefficient
δCp
δr
=
δP/δr
1
2ρU∞
3piR2
=
8a′(1− a)λ2µ2r
R2
(7.22)
δCp
δµ
= 8(1− a)a′λ2µ3 (7.23)
where µ = r/R
Equation 7.23 can be integrated to determine the overall power coefficient, as func-
tion of a and a′ for the disc for a given tip speed ratio, λ. Thus,
Cp =
1∫
0
δCp
δµ
δµ =
1∫
0
8a′(1−a)λ2µ3δµ =
1∫
0
8
[
a(1− a)
λ2µ2
]
(1−a)λ2µ3δµ = 4a(1−a)2
(7.24)
The power coefficient is precisely the same as the obtained with the momentum
theory. Hence, the axial flow induction for maximum power extraction is also the
same, namely a = 13 and is uniform over the entire disc. On the other hand, a
′
varies with radial position.
7.1.3 Blade Element Theory
Hitherto, from the Momentum and the Angular Momentum theories an expression
for a wind turbine efficiency has been obtained as a function of the induction factor
a. However, this result is general for any wind turbine as it only considers the rotor
as an actuator disc. The Blade Element Theory introduces the definition of the
forces that act on the blades, the aerodynamic lift and drag, which will depend on
the particular blade design.
In this theory, the rotor is divided in different rings as seen in the Angular Momentum
Theory and it includes the concept of blade elements, which are the intersection
of each ring with the different blades. Figure 7.4 represents the blade elements for
a general ring located at a radial r from the axis of rotation and with a thickness δr.
The velocities acting on the blade element are also represented.
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Figure 7.4: Blade elements within the ring
Source: [10]
The aerodynamic forces are the responsible for the rate of change of both axial and
angular momentum of all the air which passes through the ring swept by the blade
element. The force on the blade elements caused by the drop in pressure associ-
ated with the rotational velocity in the wake is also caused by the aerodynamic lift
and drag.
These theory is based on the following assumptions:
• No interaction exists between the different rings, so that each one only varies
axial and angular momentum of the air passing through it
• The forces on a blade element can be obtained by means of two-dimensional
aerofoil characteristics as a function of the angle of attack determined from
the incident result velocity acting on the plane of the element
• The velocity component in the radial direction of the flow is ignored
• Three dimensional effects are also ignored
Figure 7.5 represents the velocity components at radial position on the blade ex-
pressed in terms of the wind speed, the flow factors and the rotational speed of
the rotor. These velocities determine the angle of attack. Then, knowing how the
aerofoil characteristic coefficients Cd and Cl dependence with the angle of attack,
the forces on the blades for given values of a and a′ can be determined.
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Figure 7.5: Velocities and forces acting on the blade element
Source: [10]
Lets consider a turbine with N blades of tip radius R each with chord c and with an
angle β, that accounts for the geometrical twist of the blade and a set pitch angle
(in the case of the Rutland 504 only the geometrical twist exists). Both the chord
length and the angle β may vary along the blade span. Let the blades be rotating
at angular velocity Ω and let the wind speed be U∞. The tangential velocity Ωr of
the blade element combined with the tangential velocity of the wake a′Ωr means
that the net tangential flow velocity experienced by the blade element is (1 + a′)Ωr.
Then, the resultant relative velocity at the blade is
W =
√
U∞2(1− a)2 + Ω2r2(1 + a′)2 (7.25)
which acts at an angle φ to the plane of rotation, such that
sinφ =
U∞(1− a)
W
and cosφ =
Ωr(1 + a′)
W
(7.26)
The angle of attack α is given by α = φ− β, thus:
α = tan−1(
1− a
λµ(1 + a′)
)− β (7.27)
The lift force of each annular section, normal to the direction of W , is therefore
δL =
1
2
ρW 2cCl(α)δrN (7.28)
and the drag force parallel to W is
δD =
1
2
ρW 2cCd(α)δrN (7.29)
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Note that the lift and drag coefficients depend on the angle of attack.
It is more convenient to work with the projections of these forces, normal and par-
allel to the rotor plane, given respectively by:
δT =
1
2
ρW 2cN(Clcosφ+ Cdsinφ)δr (7.30)
and
δFt =
1
2
ρW 2cN(Clsinφ− Cdcosφ)δr (7.31)
Where δFt is the desirable force that produces the rotational motion. Meanwhile,
δT acts as a drag force.
Hence, the torque of each ring is:
δQ = δFtr =
1
2
ρW 2cN(Clsinφ− Cdcosφ)rδr (7.32)
And the extracted power:
δP = δQΩ = δFtr =
1
2
ρW 2cN(Clsinφ− Cdcosφ)Ωrδr (7.33)
7.1.4 Blade Element Momentum Theory
Finally, the BEMT results from the combination of the three theories presented.
Again, the rotor will be divided in different annular sections that will lead to different
blade elements. The basic assumption is that the force acting on a blade element
is only responsible for the change of momentum of the air which passes through
the ring swept by the element.
The combination of the different approaches will lead to a system of equations that
will have to be solved for each ring.
First, from the momentum theory the thrust force was:
T = 2ρAdU
2
∞a(1− a) (7.34)
So that for an annulus element:
δT = 4piρU2∞a(1− a)rδr (7.35)
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The combination with Equation 7.30, obtained from the blade element theory, leads
to:
1
2
ρW 2Nc(Clcosφ+ Cdsinφ)δr = 4piρ
[
U2∞a(1− a)
]
rδr (7.36)
Simplifying,
W 2
U2∞
N
c
R
(Clcosφ+ Cdsinφ) = 8pi(a(1− a))µ (7.37)
On the other hand, from the blade element theory it was proven that the torque on
the ring was equal to the rate of change of angular momentum:
δQ = 4piρU∞(Ωr)a′(1− a)r2δr (7.38)
The combination with Equation 7.32 leads to:
W 2
U2∞
N
c
R
(Clsinφ− Cdcosφ) = 8piλµ2a′(1− a) (7.39)
It is convenient to put
Cx = Clcosφ+ Cdsinφ
and
Cy = Clsinφ− Cdcosφ
Moreover by defining the chord solidity as σr = Nc2pir , Equation 7.37 and Equation
7.39 may be rewritten as:
a
1− a =
σrCx
4sin2φ
(7.40)
and
a′
1 + a′
=
σrCy
4sinφcosφ
(7.41)
7.40 and 7.41 have a total of 3 unknowns: a, a′ and φ. The third equation needed
to solve the system is:
tanφ =
1− a
λµ(1 + a′)
(7.42)
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Therefore, the system formed by Equation 7.37, Equation 7.39 and Equation 7.42
needs to be solved by means of an iterative process. Bear in mind that the two
dimensional aerofoil characteristics, the lift and drag coefficients Cl and Cd, need
to be known as a function of the angle of attack.
The iterative procedure consists on:
1. Assume initial values for a and a′.
2. Calculate the angle φ according to equation Equation 7.42.
3. Calculate α as α = φ− β
4. Calculate Cl and Cd at the corresponding value of α
5. Calculate the new values of the flow factors a and a′ using Equation 7.40 and
Equation 7.41
6. Repeat steps 1 to 5 until the values of the flow factors converge
This iterative procedure is performed at every ring element, so that different values
of the axial induction factor a will be obtained. With these values, the thrust and
power coefficients for an i annular element can be obtained based on the expres-
sions obtained from the Momentum Theory shown in Equation 7.12 and Equation
7.13:
CTi = 4a(1− a) (7.43)
and
CPi = 4a(1− a)2 (7.44)
Finally, the overall rotor thrust and power coefficients corresponds to the sum of the
contributions of all the element rings, weighted with their areas:
CT =
∑
CTi2piri∆ri
piR2
(7.45)
and
CP =
∑
CPi2piri∆ri
piR2
(7.46)
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Hence, in order to solve the BEMT it is necessary to find the lift and drag coefficients
of the blade aerofoils, and then compute the axial induction factor a for each annular
element by solving Equation 7.37 and Equation 7.39. As this requires an iterative
procedure, a FORTRAN code has been written to obtain the results. This full code
version is detailed in Appendix B.1 BEMT solver.
To sum up, the Blade Element Momentum Theory applied to a given geometrical
and aerodynamic design allows the evaluation of the power and thrust coefficients
which are function of the tip speed ratio. The maximum power coefficient occurs at
a tip speed ratio for which the axial flow induction factor a, which in general varies
with radius, approximates most to the Betz limit value of 13 .
7.1.5 Summary of assumptions and limitations
At this point it is important to recall the main assumptions of the whole theory, which
are:
• The air behaves as an ideal, incompressible and inviscid flow
• The flow is steady
• The flow entering the rotor does not have rotational motion
• After leaving the rotor, the flow gains a rotational movement that maintains
constant all along the wake
• The rotor is divide in different annular elements
• No interaction exists between the different rings, so that each one only varies
axial and angular momentum of the air passing through it
• The forces on a blade element can be obtained by means of two-dimensional
aerofoil characteristics as a function of the angle of attack determined from
the incident result velocity acting on the plane of the element
• The force acting on a blade element is only responsible for the change of
momentum of the air which passes through the ring swept by the element
• The velocity component in the radial direction of the flow is ignored
• Three dimensional effects are also ignored
Moreover, during the combination of the Momentum, the Angular Momentum and
the Blade Element theories, another simplification has been done. The contribution
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of the additional force on the ring caused due to the wake rotation is ignored. As
seen in the Angular Momentum Theory, the rotor induces an angular momentum
that entails an increase in the kinetic energy of the air. This increase goes at ex-
pense of a drop in static pressure just after the rotor. This pressure fall is translated
into a thrust force that should be added to the considered by the Momentum Theory
in Equation 7.37. However, these would lead to a more complicated expression and
would not have a significant effect in the final results, so this is not considered.
It has also be seen that the axial induction factor can not be greater than 12 in
order to have coherent result. As seen later when presenting the results, this would
determine the validity of the Blade Element Momentum Theory.
It is important to bear in mind that the method has other limitations, because it
does not consider some real flow behaviour such as tip blade loses. There are
some methods that can be added in the BEMT analysis (see [10]) to account for
these loses but it has not been developed here.
Finally, another important assumption concerning the following section must be
noticed. In Section 7.2 CFD study of the aerofoil, the flow over an aerofoil will be
studied within a steady flow. In practice, a wind turbine operates in a clearly non-
steady fashion and this is difficult to foresee with mathematical models. Hence,
the lift and drag coefficients that will be obtain do not take into account neither the
rotational motion of the aerofoil nor its unsteadiness that entails the appearance of
phenomena such as the dynamic stall (see [10]).
7.2 CFD study of the aerofoil
It has been seen from the Blade Element Momentum Theory that the two dimen-
sional lift and drag coefficients of the blade aerofoils, Cl and Cd, are needed in order
to find the power and the thrust coefficients of the wind turbine. Hence, a study of
the flow over the aerofoil is required.
Particularly, a numerical study based on Computational Fluid Dynamics has been
performed by means of the ANSYS software.
This section will describe shortly the aerodynamics characteristics of aerofoils.
Then, will give a short introduction to Computational Fluid Dynamics, and finally
the procedure followed to obtain the aerofoil coefficients by means of the ANSYS
software will be described and the obtained results will be shown.
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7.2.1 Aerofoils Aerodynamics
In order to understand the behaviour of the flow over an aerofoil a brief introduction
is presented.
As represented before in Figure 7.5, the forces acting on a aerofoil immersed in a
moving fluid can be divided in two components: the drag and the lift, in the stream
direction and normal to it, respectively. The fluid mechanics which generate lift and
drag are associated with the boundary layer close to the aerofoil’s surface. The
fluid forces on the surface can be viscous or skin forces (parallel to the surface) or
pressure forces (normal to the surface).
The boundary layer is a thin layer of slow motion fluid close to the body surface,
within which viscous forces predominates. Outside this layer the flow behaves al-
most inviscidly. The flow within the boundary layer can behave laminar or turbulent,
as represented in Figure 7.6. Generally, the flow in the layer starts behaving in a
laminar way, until at a certain distance there is a transition and the flow becomes
turbulent. The turbulence causes mixing of the boundary layer that is translated
into an increase of the viscous drag.
Figure 7.6: Laminar and turbulent boundary layers
Source: [10]
The phenomena known as stall may occur. It consist on the separation of the
boundary layer and takes place at high angles of attack. Hence, the angle of attack
(defined as the angle between the flow direction and the chord line) will vary the
behavior of the boundary layer, and consequently the drag and lift forces.
The stall phenomena is represented in Figure 7.7, where the differences with an
attached boundary layer are shown. As seen, at high angles of atack the boundary
layer separates in the upper surface, and this causes a turbulent wake to form
above the aerofoil, whose main effects are lift reduction and drag increase.
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(a) Attached boundary layer (b) Detached boundary layer
Figure 7.7: Steady and Stall conditions of the flow over an aerofoil
Source: [11]
Lift and drag coefficients of the aerofoil are defined as:
Cl =
Lift/span
q∞c
(7.47)
Cd =
Drag/span
q∞c
(7.48)
where q∞ = 12ρU
2∞ is the upstream dynamic pressure, and c is the chord of the
aerofoil, defined as the distance between the leading and trailing edges.
The drag of the aerofoil is defined as the force acting over the aerofoil in a direction
parallel to the flow direction. When the boundary layer is attached, the drag force
may be mainly attributable to the viscous or skin frictional shear stresses that ap-
pear in the fluid due to the fact that at the body there is no relative motion. However,
when flow separation occur the main contribution to drag force is due to the pres-
sure distribution. While downstream the flow is detached an the pressure is low, on
the upstream side the flow remains attached and the pressure is high.
On the other hand, the lift is defined as the force acting over the aerofoil in a di-
rection normal to the flow direction. It is caused by the pressure distribution over
the aerofoil. Figure 7.8 represents the pressure variation (relative to the ambient
static pressure of the undisturbed flow) around an aerofoil. It is seen how the upper
surface is subject to suction and is responisble for most of the lift force.
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Figure 7.8: Pressure distribution around the NACA0012 at α = 5◦
Source: [10]
Both lift and drag coefficient varies significantly with the angle of attack, and there
is also a dependence with the Reynolds number, a non dimensional number that
expresses the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces ( Re = ρU∞cµ ). This is well
represented in Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.9: Variation of the drag and lift coefficients with α and Re
Source: [10]
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7.2.2 Introduction to CFD
Computational fluid dynamics is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical
methods and algorithms to solve the differential governing equations of flow fluids.
Governing equations
These equations are known as the Navier-Stokes equations, and are represented
below in their non-conversation form:
Conservation of Mass:
Dρ
Dt
+ ρ∇ · ~U = 0 (7.49)
Conservation of Momentum (2D):
ρ
Du
Dt
= − δp
δx
+
δτxx
δx
+
δτyx
δy
+ ρfx (7.50)
ρ
Dv
Dt
= −δp
δy
+
δτxy
δx
+
δτyy
δy
+ ρfy (7.51)
Where ~U represents the velocity vector of components u and v in the x and y di-
rections respectively. In addition, p is the pressure, and the different τ components
represent normal and shear stresses acting on the surfaces a 2D fluid particle.
Finally fx and fy are the body forces per unit in the different directions.
Moreover, the mathematical notation DDt indicates a so-called substantial derivative
of a scalar quantity. For instance,
Dρ
Dt
=
δρ
δt
+ ~U · ∇ρ (7.52)
Note that the energy equation will not be solved within this study because thermal
effects are not considered.
Therefore, Computational Fluid Dynamics consist on solving the above equations
given certain geometry, fluid domain and boundary conditions. As these equa-
tions cannot be solved analytically in most of the cases, numerical computation is
needed. For the numerical approach, the flow domain is split into smaller subdo-
mains (made up of geometric triangles or quadrilaterals). The governing equations
are then discretized and solved inside each of these subdomains.
In order to accomplish this numerical computation of this study, ANSYS software is
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used to solve the governing equations for a certain geometry and fluid conditions.
The solver basically will compute the velocity field and the pressure field within a
defined flow domain perturbed by the aerofoil, leading to the corresponding lift and
drag coefficients.
Turbulence Modelling
Further considerations about turbulence must be done before explaining the AN-
SYS procedure followed within this project. As seen in the aerofoils aerodynamics,
turbulence must be taken into account in order to achieve a suitable representation
of the boundary layer and the stall phenomena. Turbulent flow is widely present in
nature, and specially in the wind, so it is also interesting to take it into account in
the study although it is not considered in the BEMT.
Given its complexity, turbulence numerical modelling has been studied for years
and it is still under research. The most important numerical methods are:
• Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS): This method features the complete solu-
tion of the Navier-Stokes equations coupled with some initial boundary condi-
tions. Virtually, DNS has the capability to produce high quality results, but its
applicability is limited due to the computational power required.
• Large-Eddy Simulation (LES): Turbulent flows are characterized by eddies
with a wide range of length and times scales. This method focuses on directly
solving the large structures (or eddies) of the flow while the smaller ones are
modelled.
• Turbulence-Viscosity models: This method consists on solving the RANS
equations, derived from the Navier-Stokes equations by averaging the ve-
locity field to a mean value. In Reynolds averaging, the solution variables in
the Navier-Stokes equations are decomposed into the mean and fluctuating
components. For the velocity components:
ui = u¯i + u
′
i
where u¯i and u′i are the mean and fluctuating velocity components ( i = 1, 2, 3
in 3D).
Likewise, for pressure:
pi = p¯i + p
′
i
Substituting expressions of this form for the flow variables into the instanta-
neous continuity and momentum equations and taking a time average (and
dropping the overbar on the mean velocity, u¯) results in the Reynolds-Averaged
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Navier-Stokes equations. The momentum equation written in Cartesian ten-
sor form is:
δ
δt
(ρui)+
δ
δxj
(ρuiuj) = − δp
δxi
+
δ
δxj
[
µ
(
δui
δxj
+
δuj
δxi
− 2
3
δij
δuj
δxj
)]
+
δ
δxj
(
−ρ ¯u′iu′j
)
(7.53)
Equation 7.53 has the same general form as the instantaneous Navier-Stokes
equations, with the velocitites and other solution variables now representing
time-averaged values. Additional therms now appear that represent the ef-
fects of turbulence. These Reynolds stresses, −ρ ¯u′iu′j , must be modeled in
order to close Equation 7.53. There are different models available in ANSYS,
some of which are listed below:
1. k − : is a model based on model transport equations for the turbulence
kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate ().
2. k− ω: the standard k− ω model is similar to the previous one except for
the way the dissipation rate (now ω) is mathematically treated.
3. SST k − ω: The shear-stress transport k − ω model is includes some
different modelling constants and combines both the standard k−ω and
the k −  models. It blends the robust and accurate formulation of the
k − ω in the near-wall region with the free-stream independence of the
k −  model in the far field.
For the current study, the SST k−ω will be used as it is a reasonable accurate and
reliable model for flows such as adverse pressure gradient flows and aerofoils, as
stated in [12].
7.2.3 Procedure
After this introduction, the procedure accomplished so as to study the flow over the
Rutland’s aerofoil can be explained.
First of all, the idea is to simulate the flow over an aerofoil as if it was placed in
a wind tunnel in order to evaluate the lift and drag coefficients, Cl and Cd. The
simulation is performed by means of the ANSYS software, a Computational Fluid
Dynamics tool. It solves the partial differential equations that govern the fluid flow,
which cannot be solved analytically. Basically, the flow domain is split into smaller
subdomains and the governing equations are solved inside each of these subdo-
mains. Hence, ANSYS computes the flow variables (velocity and pressure) for a
certain geometry and fluid conditions.
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The numerical simulation fixes a certain velocity magnitude and angle of attack, so
that to obtain the Cl − α and the Cd − α curves it will be necessary to repeat the
procedure for different angles of attack.
It is important to note that, as seen before in Figure 7.9, both Cl and Cd depend on
the Reynolds number. However, for the current study the range of Reynolds num-
bers that are found along the blade is reasonably short. For instance, the lowest
Reynolds that a blade aerofoil can see is found at the root of the blade. There, the
velocity magnitude (ignoring the rotor induction factors) would be the same as the
wind velocity. Thus, for a wind velocity of 4 m/s, the estimated Reynolds seen by
at the blade root is:
Reroot =
ρU∞c
µ
=
1.225[ kg
m3
] · 4[ms ] · 0.069[m]
1.7894 · 10−5[ kgms ]
≈ 1.9 · 10−4 (7.54)
On the other hand, the highest Reynolds seen is at the tip of the blade, where the
velocity magnitude seen by the aerofoil is the combination of the wind velocity and
tangential velocity due to the rotation. Considering a rotor motion of 700 rpm, the
tangential velocity would be:
ΩR = 73.3[rad/s] · 0.255[m] ≈ 19m/s
and the resultant velocity seen by the aerofoil for a wind speed of 15 m/s is:
W =
√
192 + 152 ≈ 24m/s
Hence, the estimated highest Reynolds seen by an aerofoil blade is:
Retip =
ρWc
µ
=
1.225[ kg
m3
] · 24[ms ] · 0.048[m]
1.7894 · 10−5[ kgms ]
≈ 8 · 10−4 (7.55)
Therefore, the relation between the estimated low and highest Reynolds that an
aerofoil could see is:
Relow
Retip
≈ 0.24 (7.56)
Hence, the effect of the Reynolds number in the Cl and Cd is not considered, and
the simulation will be performed at an intermediate Reynolds number with velocity
of 10 m/s.
Note that the tip and root chord lengths of the Rutland 504 are 48 and 69 mm,
respectively. These values were given by the manufacturer.
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Bearing in mind this considerations, the procedure followed within the ANSYS soft-
ware is based on the steps listed below:
1. Pre-Analysis and Start-Up: Define the boundary conditions
2. Geometry: Import the aerofoil coordinates and set the fluid domain
3. Mesh: Split the fluid domain into different sub-domains
4. Physics Setup: Set the solver conditions such as the turbulence models, the
flow properties and the boundary conditions
5. Numerical Solution: Define the initial conditions and other numerical param-
eters
6. Numerical Results: Plot and analysis of the desired results
Pre-Analysis and Start-Up
Before starting the simulation it is important to analyse the boundary conditions.
The boundary shape that will be used is known as O-Mesh, which simply considers
the fluid domain as a circle surrounding the aerofoil. The boundary conditions are
listed below:
• At the inlet of the system it is necessary to define the velocity by means of
its magnitude and its angle of attack, and the gauge pressure (the pressure
relative to the atmospheric pressure) is equal to 0.
• At the outlet, the only possible assumption is that the gauge pressure is 0.
• Finally, the aerofoil is treated as a wall, where the velocity must be 0.
Once the boundary conditions are clear, the simulation can be started. As said be-
fore, the numerical study will be performed using the ANSYS software, specifically
the FLUENT solver. The ANSYS Workbench will be used as it allows the interac-
tion between the geometry definition and the numerical solver, so that it integrates
the whole procedure. Hence, the first step is to create a Fluid Flow Project in the
ANSYS Workbench, as represented by Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: ANSYS Workbench Project Schematic
The geometry shall now be introduced.
Geometry
The coordinates of the aerofoil need to be imported. For this project, the main
coordinates provided by the Rutland 504 manufacturer are shown in Appendix A
NACA 4409 COORDINATES. This coordinates are based on a NACA 4409 with the
thickness increased by 1 mm for injection moulding purposes. The manufacturer
provided 18 discrete points of the upper edge and 18 discrete points of the lower
edge. However, for a proper resolution of the geometry introduced in ANSYS, it
was necessary to interpolate the given points as a spline. A code was written with
this purposes, so that 500 points for the upper edge and 500 for the lower edge were
generated in a text file. This code is available in Appendix A.
The file containing the points of the modified NACA 4409 is introduced in the AN-
SYS DesignModeler and is defined as a surface. The resultant geometry is shown
in Figure 7.11.
Next, the geometry of the mesh surface where the governing equations of the flow
are going to be solved must also be defined. As said before, the O-Mesh type
is used. Furthermore, for mesh refinement purposes it is necessary to divide the
domain in 12 parts as represented in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.11: Modified NACA 4409 imported to the DesignModeler
Figure 7.12: The numerical domain is divided in 12 parts
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Mesh
The mesh is produced by ANSYS through the mapped face meshing control. It is
necessary to indicate the number of divisions in which each edge is going to be
divided. In this case, each straight edge is split into 100 parts. In addition, it is
also interesting to define a bias factor in order to have smaller elements divisions
near the aerofoil to better represent the boundary layer. On the other hand, the
circular edges are split into 50 parts and with no bias factor. Hence, introducing
these parameters in ANSYS the mesh generated is shown in Figure 7.13, and with
more detail of the mesh around the aerofoil in Figure 7.14.
An overall of 80, 000 quadrilateral elements have been generated. Furthermore,
in order to verify the mesh quality is important to check some parameters such
as the aspect ratio and the orthogonal quality of the quadrilaterals. The maximum
aspect ratio found is 24.394, an acceptable value. Meanwhile, the orthogonal quality
ranges from 0 to 1, where values close to 0 correspond to low quality. In this case,
the minimum orthogonal quality is 0.4909, meaning that the mesh has a reasonable
quality.
Figure 7.13: Mesh of the whole domain
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Figure 7.14: Detail of the mesh around the leading edge
At this point, it is wise to assign names to the edges where the boundary conditions
will be applied. As seen in the Pre-Analysis, the inlet conditions include the velocity
components (depending on the magnitude and the angle of attack) and a null gauge
pressure. Meanwhile, the outlet boundary only specifies a null gauge pressure, and
the aerofoil is treated as a wall. This is well represented in Figure 7.15
Figure 7.15: Identification of the boundary edges
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Physics Setup
When the geometry and the mesh have been successfully generated, the next step
is to configure the models of the problem and introduce the boundary conditions.
First, the FLUENT solver is launched selecting the double precision option and
using two local processors in parallel to make the solver quicker.
The setup of the models, materials and boundary conditions is based on the follow-
ing considerations:
• The Pressure-Based solver is selected, as it is suitable for incompressible
flows.
• The Turbulent model Shear-Stress Transport (SST) k − ω is used as it is
suitable for studying the near-wall region
• The assumed air density and dynamic viscosity are 1.225 kg
m3
and 1.7894 ·10−5
kg/m− s , respectively
• The velocity magnitude is set to 10 m/s, as explained before
• The velocity direction will depend on the angle of attack α. The X-Component
of the velocity direction is cosα and the Y-Component is sinα
• Velocity and direction values are set only at the inlet
• Gauge pressure of value 0 is introduced both in the inlet and outlet
• The aerofoil is treated as a wall
• The turbulence parameters, set at the inlet, are a Turbulent Intensity of 18%
(according to the external conditions settled in the standard IEC 61400-2) and
a Turbulent Length Scale of 0.07m ( as it is a suitable approximation according
to [12])
Numerical Solution
Before starting the simulation the solver set up must be performed as well. Within
the Pressure-Band solver, the Coupled algorithm is used to solve the equations.
This algorithm follow an iterative procedure with the steps depicted in Figure 7.16.
According to [12], the coupled algorithm presents an improve rate of solution con-
vergence.
Besides, the spatial discretization selected is (by default):
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• Gradient : Least Squares Cell Based
• Pressure: Standard
• Momentum: First Order Upwind
• Turbulent Kinetic Energy : First Order Upwind
• Specific Dissipation Range: First Order Upwind
Figure 7.16: Pressure-Based Coupled Algorithm
Source: [12]
The spatial discretization may be changed to higher order schemes in order to
ease the convergence of the solution. The Under-Relaxation factors will be used
by default but may be reduced as well to help the convergence.
Finally, the last step before starting the simulation is to give an initial guess. The
solution is initialized giving the inlet pressure and velocity values to all the flow
domain.
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As the solution is obtain after several iterations, it is important to fix a convergence
criteria. 5 equations are being solved: the continuity, the x and y momentum, and
the transportation of k and ω. After each iteration, each equation has a residual and
those residuals should tend to zero as the iterations increase. The convergence
criteria is that the solution is achieved when the maximum residual is lower than
10−4.
The convergence for the solution corresponding at an angle of attack of 10◦ is
shown in figure Figure 7.17. In addition, figure Figure 7.18 shows the convergence
of the lift and drag coefficients.
Figure 7.17: Evolution of the solution
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(a) Lift coefficient convergence
(b) Drag coefficient convergence
Figure 7.18: Lift and Drag coefficient convergence
Results
Performing the procedure above at different angles of attack, the achieved results
are listed in Table 7.1. It is important to note that convergence must be checked at
the different angles of attack analysed. At high angles of attack the convergence
was similar to the depicted in 7.17 and 7.18 but the criteria of 10−3 has not been
achieved. However, the results between −30◦ and 30◦ are reasonable and will be
used to solve the BEMT.
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Table 7.1: Lift and Drag coefficients of the modified NACA 4409
α[◦] Cl Cd
-30 -0.36 0.42
-28 -0.43 0.405
-26 -0.46 0.38
-24 -0.43 0.37
-22 -0.42 0.36
-20 -0.44 0.32
-18 -0.40 0.32
-16 -0.37 0.26
-15 -0.38 0.24
-14 -0.4 0.16
-13 -0.436 0.15
-12 -0.42 0.09
-11 -0.44 0.056
-10 -0.42 0.042
-8 -0.35 0.034
-6 -0.22 0.025
-4 -0.15 0.021
-2 -0.05 0.018
0 0.12 0.02
2 0.21 0.025
4 0.36 0.028
6 0.58 0.031
8 0.81 0.033
10 1.06 0.042
11 1.18 0.052
12 1.22 0.067
13 1.25 0.074
14 1.23 0.088
15 0.92 0.13
16 0.64 0.26
18 0.52 0.31
20 0.48 0.35
22 0.52 0.31
24 0.54 0.43
26 0.56 0.45
28 0.52 0.46
30 0.6 0.49
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On the other hand, it is also interesting to represent the properties of the air (pres-
sure and velocity) in the flow domain studied, in order to validate that they are
behaving in the expected way described previously in Section 7.2.1 Aerofoils Aero-
dynamics.
First, Figure 7.19 shows the pressure distribution corresponding to an angle of
attack of 10◦. This is the pressure relative to the atmospheric air, as a 0 gauge
pressure has been defined at the boundaries. In comparison with Figure 7.8, it is
seen how the upper surface is subject to suction and it is responsible for most of
the lift force.
Figure 7.19: Pressure distribution at a 10◦ angle
On the other hand, Figure 7.20 shows the velocity magnitude in the whole fluid
domain at −15◦ and 12◦. It is seen how the flow far from the aerofoil corresponds
to the upstream air velocity of 10 m/s. However, near the aerofoil the velocity field
changes due to its own presence, which also leaves a wake behind.
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(a) Velocity field at −15◦
(b) Velocity field at 12◦
Figure 7.20: Velocity field over the whole domain
A view of the velocity magnitude near the aerofoil enables the identification of the
boundary layer behaviour. This is represented in the following figures.
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(a) 0◦ (b) 10◦
Figure 7.21: Velocity field near the aerofoil at 0◦ and 10◦
(a) 12◦ (b) 15◦
Figure 7.22: Velocity field near the aerofoil at 12◦ and 15◦
(a) 20◦ (b) 30◦
Figure 7.23: Velocity field near the aerofoil at 20◦ and 30◦
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(a) −4◦ (b) −10◦
Figure 7.24: Velocity field near the aerofoil at −4◦ and −10◦
(a) −15◦ (b) −20◦
Figure 7.25: Velocity field near the aerofoil at −15◦ and −20◦
It is proven from the figures above that when increasing the angle of attack the the
boundary layer is detached from the upper surface. Of course, for high negative
angles the boundary layer is detached from the lower aerofoil surface.
In addition, representing the velocity vector it is possible to appreciate the turbulent
behaviour of the detached boundary layers, as shown in Figure 7.26 and Figure
7.27
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(a) Leading edge at 0◦ (b) Leading edge at 12◦
Figure 7.26: Boundary layer detail at 0◦ and 12◦
(a) Detached boundary layer at −20◦ (b) Detached boundary layer at 20◦
Figure 7.27: Boundary layer detail at −20◦ and 20◦
The reversed flow observed at high angles of attack shows that the boundary layer
is detached.
Finally at angles of attack higher than ±30◦ , the convergence achieved was not as
accurate. The boundary inlet and outlet should be redefined. However, as within
the performance of the Rutland 504 such high angles of attack are not achievable,
the obtained results between −30◦ and 30◦ are enough for the purposes of this
study. Moreover, when implementing the Blade Element Momentum Theory angles
out of this range are not necessary.
7.3 Numerical Results
Hitherto, the fundamentals of the numerical study of the Rutland 504 have been
presented. The Blade Element Momentum Theory has been developed and the
two dimensional aerodynamics of the aerofoil blades has been calculated. Before
showing the results obtained from the BEMT, the FORTRAN code written so as to
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evaluate the performance from an aerodynamic standpoint is exposed. This code
is found in Appendix B.1 BEMT solver.
7.3.1 BEMT solver
The FORTRAN code written to solve the BEMT is formed by different subroutines
called by a main program. The most significant variables and parameters are de-
fined in two modules.
Main Program
The main program call the subroutines:
• Initial data
• Read Cl and Cd
• Compute Cpopt
Subroutines
• Initial data: The values of the different parameters of the problem are defined.
This includes the number of blades, the radius at the tip and root of the blade,
and the chord at the tip and root of the blade. Besides, the number of ele-
ments into which the rotor is split is divided. It is important to remember that
the BEMT equations will be solved within different angular rings and there is
no interaction between them.
The radius and chord values, at the tip and bottom of the blades, were pro-
vided by the manufacturer. Actually, a 3D model of the Rutland 504 was
provided and these values were mesured as shown in Figure 7.28. The chord
values were given through the aerofoil coordinates represented in Appendix
A NACA 4409 COORDINATES.
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Figure 7.28: Diameters at the tip and root of the Rutland’s 504 blades
Besides, it must be note that the chord varies linearly with the radius accord-
ing to Equation 7.57.
c(r) =
(croot − ctip) · (r −Rroot)
Rroot −Rtip + croot (7.57)
• Read Cl and Cd: This subroutine simply saves in a program variable the val-
ues of the lift and drag coefficients obtained from the CFD study (Table 7.1)
and contained in a text file.
• Eval Cl and Cd: Reads the corresponding values of the Cl and Cd for a cor-
responding angle of attack. It interpolates the values when necessary, and
if some angle is out of the given range it would return this limit range value.
However, this extrapolation has not been necessary as the range of angles of
attack from −30◦ to 30◦ is enough.
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• Solve BEMT: Here, the iterative procedure described in Section 7.1.4 Blade
Element Momentum Theory is performed. Basically, the axial induction fac-
tor a is found for a given blade element. The BEMT equations are solved
and when necessary the Eval Cl and Cd subroutine is called. The iterative
procedure is defined with a tolerance of 10−5 for the difference between the
calculated a value, and the previous one. If tolerance has not been achieved
it is note for other subroutines to know.
• Compute Cp and Ct: This subroutine computes the total CP and CT for a
given value of the tip speed ratio λ = ΩRtipU∞ . For each annular ring, it cal-
culates the radial position (µ), the local solidity (σr) and the twist, and then
calls the Solve BEMT subroutine. With the axial induction factor a obtained,
computes the contribution to the global CP and CT of each element. As seen
in Section 7.1 Introduction to the Blade Element Momentum Theory, for val-
ues of the axial induction factor a greater than 12 the BEMT loses its validity
due to the inconsistency with the corresponding wake velocity. Hence, this
subroutine informs of this fact when the value of a exceeds 12 . Besides, if con-
vergence has not been achieved in the Solve BEMT subroutine, the values of
CP and CT are not valid.
Note that for the Rutland 504 the geometrical twist of the blade is fixed and
has a value of 10◦ as measured from the 3D model. It is shown in Figure 7.29.
Figure 7.29: Twist angle of the Rutland’s 504 blades
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• Compute Cp max: Here, the Compute Cp and Ct subroutine is called for dif-
ferent values of the tip speed ratio λ and values obtained are saved in a text
file. Besides, the maximum CP and the corresponding λ are computed.
7.3.2 BEMT Results
The aim of the Blade Element Momentum Theory was to compute the energy effi-
ciency of the Rutland 504. This is expressed through the power coefficient, that is
shown in Table 7.2. Further results and analysis are exposed in Section 9 ANALY-
SIS OF THE RESULTS.
Table 7.2: Results obtained from the Blade Element Momentum Theory
Cp λ
0.5 0.195
0.6 0.208
0.7 0.222
0.8 0.237
0.9 0.253
1.0 269
1.1 0.286
1.2 0.304
1.3 0.327
1.4 0.340
1.5 0.355
1.6 0.371
1.7 0.387
1.8 0.402
1.9 0.424
2.0 0.458
2.1 0.475
2.2 0.488
2.3 0.495
2.4 0.498
2.5 0.499
2.6 0.495
2.7 0.490
2.8 0.481
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Once the numerical study has been developed, the focus is now on the experimen-
tal study accomplished in order to evaluate the performance of the Rutland 504
from a practical standpoint. This study consists of a set of measurements executed
with the intent of reproducing the performance specification given by the manufac-
turer (see Figure 5.5). For this purpose, the available installation for the study is
described, as well as the measurement equipment. Eventually the obtained results
are shown.
8.1 Description of the Installation
The installation of the Rutland 504 is the same as the described in Section 5.3
Installation. It is repeated in Figure 8.1.
Figure 8.1: Layout of the installation for the Rutland’s 504 study
Source: [7]
As seen, the Rutland 504 delivers the generated electricity to a battery and it is
controlled by a charge regulator. The particular battery and regulator models are
shown in Figure 8.2.
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(a) 12 V lead acid Battery (b) HRS504
Figure 8.2: Battery and Charge Regulator
Source: [13] & [6]
The battery is a 12 V that has a capacity of 25 A · h. The ampere-hour is the unit
of electric charge commonly used for electrical batteries. One ampere-hour refers
to the charge transferred by a steady current of one ampere flowing for one hour,
and it is equal to 3600 C. Thus, it is not a unit of energy but of electric charge.
The discharge time can be estimated from the battery capacity. For instance, if the
battery is connected to a device with a 2 A electric consumption then, due to its 25
A · h capacity, it would last 12.5 hours before it is fully discharged. In this case, it is
a lead acid battery specially suitable for low power utilities.
On the other hand, concerning the battery charging, the Rutland’s 504 manufac-
turer recommends [6] that one of the charge regulators provided by them is fitted
in the installation to prevent batteries becoming overcharged in strong winds and
during low energy consumption. Hence, the HRS504 charge controller is used.
It was the first Marlec regulator to incorporate electronic Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) technology to regualte battery voltage. This PWM electronic charge regula-
tor tapers charge to battery by gradually limiting windcharger current. Two tri-colour
LED’s indicate the charging status and battery voltage.
The regulator responds purely to battery voltage, so if the battery is at high level of
charge the regulator will slow the turbine and hence reduce its output. The cut-in
voltage, at which the regulator starts working, is 13.8 V , and the maximum charge
voltage is 14.4 V . When regulating, the wind charger turbine speed is gradually
reduced until finally running at just a slow idle.
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Another basic feature of the installation is the wind resource. In order to measure
different wind conditions without depending on the atmospheric wind, a fan has
been used to simulate the air flow up to 35 km/h. It is shown in Figure 8.3. Different
air velocities have been achieved by changing the distance between the fan and the
wind turbine.
Figure 8.3: Fan used to simulate the air flow up to 35 km/h
Last, a mounting pole is needed to support the wind charger. In this case, a lamp
pole has been used as it fits the requirements seen in Section 5.3 Installation.
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8.2 Measurement equipment and procedure
The aim of this experimental study is to meet the specification of the Rutland 504
given in Figure 5.5. Hence, the voltage and current delivered by the wind charger
must be measured at different wind velocities. The rotor speed will be also calcu-
lated.
Equipment
The equipment used within this study is listed in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Measurement equipment used
Brand Model Serial Number
Anemometer Kaindl electronic Windmaster2 0907-25629-4
Tachometer PCE Group PCE-DT62 09038718
Multimeter Konshi DT850L 12080048701
The anemometer and the tachometer are shown in Figure 8.4.
(a) Windmaster2 anemometer (b) PCE-DT62 tacometer
Figure 8.4: Anemomter and Tacometer used in the measurements
Source: [14] & [15]
The Windmaster2 anemometer perform accurate readings from low speeds and
irrespective of wind direction. Its digital screen shows the actual, the mean, and the
maximum velocities measured.
Meanwhile, the PCE-DT62 is an optical tachometer. For a proper measure, a blade
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of the turbine has been marked with an adhesive band. The rotor speed is then
measured by pointing this mark with the tachometer laser.
Measurement procedure
The procedure followed to perform the measurements consist on first sitting the
wind turbine at a certain distance from the fan. Low speed were measured first, so
that the wind charger was first placed at a greater distance and was approached
gradually to the fan. At each distance, the following steps were performed:
1. First, the air speed was measured just before the wind turbine rotor, creating
the least interference and always in the same position. The actual speed was
read in the anemometer.
2. Next, the rotor speed was measured with the tachometer in the same condi-
tions, pointing at the mark attached in the blade, as said before.
3. Finally, the current (DC) and voltage were measured with the multimeter from
the output cable of the rotor.
Several reads were performed at each distance so as to find stable values that were
written down in a table that is shown below.
8.3 Experimental Results
The measurement accomplished by means of the procedure listed above are shown
in tables Table 8.2 and Table 8.3.
Table 8.2: Measurements with the regulator
Uhub [m/s] Ω [rpm] V oltage [V ] Current [A]
2.8 395 7.2 0.060
3.8 450 7.8 0.085
4.3 478 8.8 0.093
5.5 549 11.4 0.108
6.1 580 12.1 0.167
7.0 640 12.8 0.183
7.5 656 13.4 0.320
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Table 8.3: Measurements without the regulator
Uhub [m/s] Ω [rpm] V oltage [V ] Current [mA]
8.0 706 14.6 -
8.7 765 15.9 -
9.3 814 17.1 -
9.6 838 18.2 -
The results are depicted in two different tables due to an unexpected behaviour of
the installation. At speeds between 2.8 and 7.5 m/s the different measurements
have been obtained normally. However, at wind higher speeds the regulator started
working by slowing down the machine in order to prevent the battery from over-
charging. This behaviour was unexpected because up to a certain speed, around
7.5 m/s, the regulator LED’s lights indicated a charging status so that the battery
was not fully charged.
Table 8.2 shows the obtained values before the charge controller is automatically
activated.
On the other hand, open loop measurements were performed and those are the
shown in Table 8.3. Open loop means that the wind charger was not connected
neither to the battery nor to the regulator. The measurements obtained in this
conditions have proven that the wind charger is generating electricity, and thus the
problem observed is inherent to the installation.
In order to conduct performance test, the battery must be held below the regulation
point of 13.8 V , at which it is fully charged. Although the battery of this study was
not fully loaded, the regulator prevent the turbine from reaching higher speeds.
Suitable loads should by applied to the battery in order to assure the battery is at
low levels. Moreover, if suitable loads are used then it is better not connect the
regulator but to regulate the battery voltage using the loads.
According to the measurements, the specification given by the manufacturer in Fig-
ure 5.5 has not been met. Although the whole range of velocities was not achievable
from the beginning as the fan just generates up to 10 m/s, the results obtained at
lower velocities do not match the specification either.
As seen in Table 8.3 at higher speed there is a voltage exceed. The installation
proably requires an element that deviate this exceed such as a solar panel or a bat-
tery in parallel. However, it is not of the scope of this project to find the most suitable
installation, so the comparison with the numerical study will be performed with the
results obtain in Table 8.2, under the ideal specification given by the manufacturer.
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A final comparison analysis of the achieved results will be the closure of the main
study. The results of the numerical and experimental study are analysed first sep-
arately and finally a comparison between them is accomplished. Remind that the
numerical refers to the study of the energy of the wind that can be converted into
mechanical energy, while in the experimental study the generated electricity has
been measured. The comparison between both studies will enable an overall eval-
uation of the Rutland 504 performance.
9.1 Numerical Analysis
Two dimensional coefficients
Before solving the Blade Element Momentum Theory, the two dimensional study of
the blades aerofoils was required. The lift and drag coefficients obtained from the
two dimensional CFD study of the flow over the aerofoil were shown in Table 7.1.
On the other hand, as seen in Section 6 ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS, this two di-
mensional study could be performed by means of XFOIL software, a simpler solver
based on panel methods. Hence, as this software is strongly faster than the AN-
SYS CFD procedure, the XFOIL study of the blade aerofoil has been accomplished
in the same conditions so as to compare both results. The representation of both
solutions is shown in Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: Lift and Drag coefficients from CFD and XFOIL
As seen, both results are reasonably similar within the linear range, although at
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high angles of attack when the boundary layer separation occurs the solutions di-
verge. According to the CFD results, the stall phenomena occurs at a high angle
of attack. Moreover, the CFD solution presents a higher drag. Hence, although
both results are very similar, the ANSYS based analysis offer a better control on
the flow modelation at high angles of attack and this is why it has been selected for
the current BEMT study.
BEMT Results
When the lift and drag coefficients are obtained from the ANSYS CFD study, the
FORTRAN code written to solve the BEMT can be executed. The main result is the
power coefficient CP as a function of the tip speed ratio λ. This is shown in Figure
9.2. At this point is important to remind that the BEMT was not valid for values of
the axial induction factor a > 12 . This fact has limited the solution, so that only CP
for values of λ between 0.4 and 2.8 have been achieved. An extrapolation is made
to have an idea of the actual CP at higher tip speed ratios.
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Figure 9.2: Power coefficient of the Rutland 504
It is seen that in the valid region of the BEMT, the maximum power coefficient ob-
tained is near 0.5 at a tip speed ratio of 2.5. Comparing this result with the reference
values for typical configurations shown in Figure 4.5, it may seem quite optimistic.
However, regarding the assumptions of the BEMT that consider an ideal behaviour
of the flow, it is not very surprising either. Hence, in this ideal flow conditions, a
maximum 50% of the kinetic energy available in the wind could be extracted by the
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Rutland 504 so as to convert it into mechanical energy.
It is important to observe that this results have been obtained through a refinement
of the annular rings into which the rotor has been divided. Figure 9.3 illustrates
the variation of the solution with the number of elements selected. The solution
converges at the number of 100 elements and this has been the selected value.
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Figure 9.3: Power coefficient convergence
On the other hand, it is also interesting to modify the parameters introduced in the
BEMT solver so as to analyse the effect of the wind turbine design in the power
coefficient.
For instance, the effect of solidity on performance can be seen by varying the num-
ber of blades. This is represented in Figure 9.4.
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Figure 9.4: Effect of the number of blades in the performance
By increasing the number of blades the power coefficient is displaced to lower tip
speed ratios. Furthermore, small wind turbines require of relatively high solidity so
as to overcome the starting torque. Hence, the optimum work range is set at low
tip speed ratios.
Another parameter of design that varies the solidity is the chord. The Rutland 504
consist of tapered blades with root and tip chords of 69 and 48 mm, respectively.
The BEMT has been solved for two rectangular blades with chord values corre-
sponding to the root and tip of the Rutland’s. The result, represented in Figure
9.5 is the same as for the blade number. A rectangular chord of 48 mm reduces
the solidty and hence displacing the curve to higher tip speed ratios. However, the
Rutland’s 504 tapered blade seems to be the more efficient.
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Figure 9.5: Effect of the chord in the performance
Finally, Figure 9.6 shows the effect of varying the twist angle. Greater twist angles
seem to increase the efficiency displacing the optimum CP to lower tip speed ratios.
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Figure 9.6: Effect of the twist in the performance
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9.2 Experimental Analysis
The results obtained from the experimental study are represented in Figure 9.7,
where the current provided to the 12V battery at different wind speeds is repre-
sented. The measured results, following the procedure described in the previous
sections, are compared to the specficiation given by the manufacturer [8].
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Figure 9.7: Current delivered to a 12 V battery
According to the problems related with the installation, only values up to 7.5 m/s
were achieved. At higher speeds the charge controller acted slowing down the
turbine so that no current could be measured. In fact, the measured current is
below the specified, and hence the power delivered to the battery will also be lower
than the specified. This power is represented in Figure 9.8, also in terms of the
measured and the specified values. This time, it is important to note that, as shown
in table Table 8.2, the voltage is below 12 V up to 6 m/s. As for charging a 12 V
battery it is necessary to provide a higher voltage, velocities under 6 m/s are not
considered in power generation.
Direct current power is calculated as P = V · I. The power measured is then cal-
culated through the measured values, and for the specification, a constant voltage
of 12 V is considered.
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Figure 9.8: Power delivered to a 12 V battery
9.3 Comparison analysis
Eventually, a comparison between the results obtained from the numerical and ex-
perimental approaches will allow the computation of the generated power in the
corresponding operating conditions.
From the experimental analysis, as shown in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3, the rotational
speed has been calculated at different wind speeds. Figure 9.9 represents the rotor
revolutions variation, and an almost linear dependence can be observed.
On the other hand, by knowing the rotor angular speed variation, the tip speed ratio
dependence with the wind speed can be calculated according to Equation 9.1.
λ(U∞) =
Ω(U∞)Rtip
U∞
(9.1)
Figure 9.10 illustrates this tip speed ratio with velocity, so that for every velocity a
different value is obtained. It is observed that λ decrease with the velocity.
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Figure 9.9: Rotor speed at different wind velocities
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In addition, from the numerical analysis the power coefficient of the Rutland 504
was found at different values of λ, as represented in Figure 9.2. As the tip speed
ratio is known for every velocity the actual the CP at each wind speed is defined.
Hence, the wind power converted into mechanical power can be obtained as:
MechanicalPower = WindPower xCP (U∞) (9.2)
Where the wind power is defined as:
WindPower =
1
2
· ρU3∞ ·A (9.3)
Figure 9.11 represents the different power sources involved in the Rutland 504
performance, obtained from the measurements and from the specification.
First, it is important to note that only the measures that provided a charge to the
battery, as seen in Figure 9.7, has been represented, while the specification covers
the whole operative range.
The mechanical power represents the obtained by means of the numerical study
of the rotor aerodynamics, and the electrical power is the power delivered to the
battery measured experimentally.
It is seen how from the available wind power at each velocity just a part is converted
into mechanical power. Besides, from this mechanical power only just a portion is
finally delivered to the battery.
These results lead to the evaluation of the energy efficiency of the performance.
Three different types of efficiency can be defined:
• Mechanical Efficiency: It is another name for the power coefficient. Refers
to the aerodynamic efficiency of the rotor, in terms of the available energy of
the wind that the rotor can convert into mechanical energy. Namely,
Mechanical Efficiency =
Mechanical Power
WindPower
(9.4)
• Electrical Efficiency: This refers to the process of converting the mechanical
energy into electrical energy. Namely,
Electrical Efficiency =
Electrical Power
Mechanical Power
(9.5)
• Total efficiency: Finally, the overall efficiency of the Rutland 504 refers to the
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electrical power that can be obtained from the available wind energy. Namely,
Total Efficiency =
Electrical Power
WindPower
(9.6)
Note that the Total efficiency can be also expressed as:
Total Efficiency = Mechanical Efficiency x Electrical Efficiency
All these efficiencies are represented in Figure 9.12, where again the measure-
ments and specifications are compared.
It is observed that at the measured wind speeds, the mechanical efficiency ( or
the CP ) is at its maximum value of 0.5, remembering the results obtained in Figure
9.2. Meaning that approximately half of the wind available power is being converted
into mechanical power. In fact, this value would probably be lower in practice, as
this results are based on the BEMT with the corresponding assumption, but it is a
reasonable estimation.
Meanwhile, the electrical efficiency of the Rutland 504 is significantly low, because
in this conditions only around a 15 % of the mechanical energy is being converted
into power delivered to the battery.
Finally, the overall total efficiency in the measured conditions is near the 6 %. Mean-
ing that only a 6 % of the available wind energy is being converted into electrical
power.
This result leads to think that the Rutland’s 504 performance is not exploiting most
of the wind energy potential. This is strongly related to the electrical efficiency of
the installation, because from the aerodynamic point the performance is near the
maximum efficiency of the 60 % (Betz limit). However, it is seen in Figure 9.12 that
from the specifications the maximum achievable efficiency is around the 22 %, at
the speed conditions similar to the measured.
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Figure 9.11: Measured and specified power
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Figure 9.12: Measured and specified efficiency
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10.1 Technical viability
The technical viability within this project can be referred to the viability of the product
studied, but also to the technical viability of the accomplished study.
First, the technical viability of the micro wind turbine studied, the Rutland 504, can
not be argued when considering that over the last 30 years thousands of customers
have being installing Marlec’s wind turbines to provide a reliable way of charging
batteries at remote sites.
However, from the experimental study it has been seen how the power measured
was considerably lower than the specified by the manufacturer. Thus, although the
wind turbine design cannot be significantly improved, the electrical installation must
be carefully configured depending on the expected utility so as to obtain a techni-
cally viable solution. Moreover, the technical viability must also consider the avail-
able wind resource, so that irrespective from the installation if there is not enough
wind in the desire location, its use is not viable.
On the other hand, about the technical viability of the study, it has been seen that
the fundamentals of the approach are very simple and it can be carried out under
relative short sources. Further studies, involving a three-dimensional study with
Computational Fluid Dynamics or even wind tunnels studies, could be also techni-
cally viable if the needed resources and knowledge were available.
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10.2 Economic viability
The economic viability of this project can be related with to budget of the estimated
cost of the whole study. These costs are detailed below.
10.2.1 Engineer’s labour costs
These costs are related to the hours of work dedicated by a junior engineer and its
supervisor. The hours dedicated in different parts of the project are listed in Table
10.1, and the estimated costs per hour are 8 e/hour for the junior engineer and 30
e/hour for the supervisor. The final cost of the engineer’s labour is 4,230 e.
Table 10.1: Breakdown of the different engineering tasks accomplished
Concept
Scheduled time
(hours)
Cost/hour
(e/h)
Cost (e)
1 Junior Engineer 495
1.1 Initial Research 15 8 120
1.2 State of the Art 20 8 160
1.3 Alternative Analysis 20 8 160
1.4 Numerical Analysis 160 8 1280
1.5 Experimental Analysis 50 8 400
1.6 Report Development 230 8 1840
2 Supervisor Engineer 9
2.1 Meeting 1: Project Definition 1 30 30
2.2 Meeting 2: Tasks schedule 1.5 30 45
2.3 Meeting 3: Experimental Study 2.5 30 75
2.4 Meeting 4: Tasks feedback 2 30 60
2.5 Meeting 5: Final oversight 2 30 60
Total 504 4,230
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10.2.2 Numerical study costs
The numerical study costs basically refers to costs related with the software used.
Most of the software used within the development of this project is open source or
free software. This includes:
• Intel Fortran Compiler for Linux integrated in Ecplise (a text editor)
• Gnuplot (for creating the graphs)
• LaTeX (for writing the Report)
• XFOIL
However, the ANSYS 13.0 has also been used and this is a commercial soft-
ware. As it has been used within the academic license of Universitat Polite`cnica
de Catalunya, its cost relative to the project can be estimated assuming that the
license price that the university pays is about 6, 000 e/ year. If this software has
been used over two months, it would entail a total cost of 1, 000 e.
10.2.3 Experimental study costs
Finally, the costs involved in the experimental study refers to all the measurement
equipment required, and also to the wind turbine Rutland 504 itself. The total cost
of the experimental study are shown in Table 10.2.
Table 10.2: Breakdown of the experimental study costs
Details Cost (e)
1 Installation Costs
1.1 Rutland 504 386.94
1.2 12 V Battery 24.65
1.3 HRS504 regulator 58.50
2 Equipment Costs
1.1 Windmaster2 Anemometer 54.45
1.2 PCE-DT62 Tachometer 35.89
1.3 Konshi Multimeter 15.13
Total 575.56
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10.2.4 Total costs
The overall cost of the project is the contribution of the engineer’s labour (4,230 e),
the numerical study (1,000 e) and the experimental study ( 575.56 e).
This results in a total cost of 5805.56 e.
Therefore, a project like of this characteristics is economically viable if this total cost
can be assumed.
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11. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The environmental impact of this project must account for the impact of the wind
turbine and for the impact of the study itself.
On the one hand, micro wind turbines have small environmental impact but it cannot
be neglected. Even though it is a renewable source device, it has an environmen-
tal impact specially in the manufacturing process and when it is recycled after its
lifetime. However, it is interesting to highlight the typical environmental impact that
small and large turbines can cause:
• Increase of the noise level: a wind turbine can produce a noise that could be
annoying depending on its location.
• Visual impact: Generally wind farms for electrical generation at huge scales
are located in the top of hills or terrain elevations, so that they can cause an
impact on the landscape.
• Impact over the fauna, specially on birds.
Despite from the different environmental impacts above, wind energy presents a
high level of social acceptance in front of other energy resources such as nuclear.
Wind energy contribution to a sustainable energy development makes it one of the
most environmentally friendly.
On the other hand, it is important to take into account the environmental impact of
the accomplished study. This impact is based in the total energy consumption and
the corresponding carbon dioxide emitted.
The energy consumption of this project can be divided in:
• Experimental study:
1. Wind simulator (fan): 100 W during 2.5 h, a total of 250 Wh
2. Light consumption: 360 W during 2.5 h, a total of 900 Wh
• Numerical study and Report writing:
1. Computer: 50 W during 495 h a total of 24.75 kWh
2. Light consumption: 100 W during 250 h, a total of 25 Wh
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The sum of all contributions gives a total energy consumption estimated of 50.9 kW.
According to [16], the equivalent carbon dioxide emission factor is: 0.35 kgCO2eqkWh .
Hence, with the development of this project the total amount of carbon dioxide
emitted is:
EmittedCO2 = 50.9kWh · 0.35 kg CO2eq
kWh
= 17.8 kg CO2 (11.1)
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To begin with, this project has fulfilled its expected role as a revalidation of the stud-
ies developed within the Aeronautical Engineering degree, and has shown most of
the acquired knowledge along these studies. More specifically, the accomplishment
of this project has been possible due to the knowledge acquired in subjects such as
Wind Turbines Design, Aerodynamics, Numerical Methods in Aerospace, Electrical
Circuits, Helicopter and Aircraft Design, Projects or Aerospace Laboratory.
Besides, it is considered that the aim of the project has been consistently covered
as the performance of a particular wind turbine design has been evaluated and a
specific solution has been obtained.
On the one hand, the evaluation of the performance has been developed through
a numerical study of the aerodynamics related to the wind turbine rotor. This nu-
merical approach has lead to the evaluation of the mechanical efficiency of the
wind turbine, understood as the amount of energy available in the wind that can be
converted into mechanical energy.
In addition, as the wind turbine, namely the Rutland 504, was physically available,
it has been possible to study its performance from an experimental standpoint. In
this case, the electrical power provided to a battery has been measured, and the
total efficiency of the wind turbine has been evaluated.
Before focusing in the conclusions of the achieved results, it is interesting to review
the different tasks that have been carried out along the project:
• A study of the state of the art of wind energy and wind turbines has been
accomplished so as to understand the essence of the project. The different
types of existing wind turbines have been presented, as well as the power
coefficients of different wind turbine rotors. It has been seen that the opti-
mum rotor efficiency is around the 50 %, meaning that only half of the energy
available in the wind can be converted into mechanical energy.
• The Rutland 504 has been presented as it is the focus of the study. It is a
6-bladed wind turbine that converts the wind energy into electricity by means
of a permanent magnets alternator. Its main purpose is to charge batteries
and offers a maximum power of 60 W . The typical installation consists of the
wind turbine connected to a battery and to a charge regulator that prevents
the batteries from being overcharged.
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• An analysis of the different alternatives available has been presented in or-
der to accomplish the goal of the project. First, the importance of the wind
resource has been introduced as it is fundamental for a proper wind turbine
performance, not only for the wind quality required (in terms of turbulence) but
for its variability. Moreover, wind turbine design and certification requires the
fulfilment of certain standards. One of the most extended is the IEC 61400,
and it has been introduced. Some features of the part 61400-2 have been
used in this project, such as the turbulence required in the computations of
the two dimensional aerofoil aerodynamics.
The corresponding alternative to the numerical study of the wind turbine were
basically two: the flow model given by the Blade Element Momentum Theory,
and a Computational Fluid Dynamics study of the three-dimensional wind tur-
bine. Due to the difficulty involved with the CFD, and the computational time
it would required, the Blade Element Momentum Theory has been chosen as
the most suitable solution for this project. Besides, the two dimensional study
of the blade aerofoils has been carried out through two dimensional CFD, as
it is affordable and offer better results that simpler methods.
Eventually, the experimental study was limited by the available measurement
equipment and by the wind resource. Hence, the performance has not been
tested following the standard given by part 61400-12, but through a basic
measurement of the voltage and current at different wind speeds simulated
by a fan.
• Within the Numerical study of the Rutland 504, the Blade Momentum Theory
has been developed and the two-dimensional aerodynamics characteristics
of the blades aerofoil have been obtained by means of the CFD software
ANSYS Fluent. As the Blade Element Momentum Theory requires an iter-
ative procedure to be solved, a FORTRAN code has been written to obtain
the power coefficient as function of the operational condition given by the tip
speed ratio.
• The Experimental study has been carried out through a installation consisting
of the Rutland 504 connected to a 12 V and to a charge regulator that prevents
battery from being overcharged. The measurement procedure consists on
measure (with the corresponding equipment) the air speed, the rotor speed
and the current and voltages delivered to the battery. The obtained results
have not been entirely satisfactory because at a velocity speed of 7.5 m/s the
charge regulator acted slowing down the machine. This fact may be due to
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the battery being at high levels of charge, but a lower velocities the regulator
indicated a charging status. However, up to 7.5 m/s, voltage and current
measures have been obtained, and the battery was charged between 6 and
7.5 m/s, as the voltage at this wind speed was over 12 V .
• The technical and economic viability have been analysed. The overall esti-
mated cost that this project would have in a professional environment, com-
puted as the contribution of the engineer’s labour, and the cost related to the
numerical and the experimental studies, is about 5,800 e.
• Finally, the environmental impact of this project has been analysed in terms of
the carbon dioxide emitted along the whole study. According to the estimation,
around 17.8 kg of CO2 has been emitted.
Throughout the accomplishment of all this tasks, the performance of the Rutland
504 has been evaluated and the main conclusions are detailed below:
• From the numerical analysis, the power coefficient has been obtained for a
range of tip speed ratios between 0.5 and 2.8. The optimum tip speed ratio
is around 2.5, where the maximum power coefficient is obtain with a value of
0.5. This value is subjected to all the assumptions considered by the Blade
Element Momentum Theory, but although in practice it would be lower, it is a
reasonable estimation that allows the identification of the optimum operational
condition.
• The Blade Element Momentum Method has been proven to be useful to anal-
yse the effect of different design parameters. For instance, decreasing the
number of rotor blades implies that the optimum tip speed ratio is obtained at
higher values. The effect of the chord had a similar effect, because it refers
to increase or decrease the rotor solidity. Besides, the effect of increasing the
twist blade angle seemed to increase the power coefficient at lower tip speed
ratios.
• From the experimental analysis, the power measured has result to be lower
than the specified by the manufacturer at the corresponding conditions. For
instance, at 7.5 m/s, according to the Marlec data-sheet, around 13 W should
be provided to the 12 V battery. However, the measures have resulted in a
lower value of near 5 W . This may be due to problems with the installation,
as the charge regulator was acting before it was expected, but no specific
solution has been found.
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• The experimental study has also allowed the measurement of the rotor speed.
It has been seen how it follows a linear trend varying from near 400 rpm at 3
m/s up to 840 rpm at 9.5m/s. With these measures, the operational condition
of the wind turbine is determined and the tip speed ratio can be computed.
This has lead to the evaluation of the different efficiencies found in the wind
turbine performance at the measured wind speeds. The wind speed of 7.5
m/s can be considered as an optimum operational condition because accord-
ing to the measurements the total efficiency is at a maximum value around 9
%. The total efficiency at this same wind speed is also an optimum value
according to the specification, but it represents a higher efficiency, around the
22%. This is due to the problems found within the installation.
Hitherto, the study performed has been proven to be technically viable as the per-
formance of the Rutland 504 has been evaluated through the methods presented.
However, the technical viability of the Rutland 504 cannot be argued if considering
that Marlec has long experience and has sell thousand of similar products, but it
must be said the obtained results do not match with the specifications. Hence, it
has been proven that the wind turbine provides electricity to a battery but not in a
very efficient way.
Eventually, future work related with this project could be done in order to pursue
a better behaviour of the installation and take a proper advantage of the available
wind power. This could include connecting two or more batteries in parallel or using
hybrid systems combining the wind turbine with solar panels. In addition, suitable
loads should be use so as to discharge the battery and avoid it from being over-
charged. If suitable loads are used then it is better not to connect the regulator but
to regulate the battery voltage using the loads.
To sum up, this project has proven that for the studied wind turbine, the aerody-
namic performance is not a problem as the design gives a good mechanical effi-
ciency at the operating conditions, but the installation could be improved in order to
obtain a proper electrical efficiency and fully exploit the wind resource.
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A. NACA 4409 COORDINATES
The aerofoil used in the blade design of the Rutland 504 is based on a NACA 4409
with the thickness increased by 1 mm. It was necessary to increase the thickness
for injection moulding purposes. Note that the coordinates are given relative to the
chord, and that the root chord is 69 mm and the tip chord is 48 mm. The coordinates
provided by the manufacturer are represented in Table A.1.
Table A.1: NACA 4409 modified coordinates
x/c y/c(Upper) y/c(Lower)
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000
0.12500 0.02535 -0.01775
0.02500 0.03335 -0.02095
0.05000 0.04465 -0.02375
0.07500 0.05365 -0.02465
0.10000 0.06095 -0.01455
0.15000 0.07245 -0.02274
0.20000 0.08055 -0.02025
0.25000 0.08625 -0.01745
0.30000 0.08975 -0.01485
0.40000 0.09075 -0.01075
0.50000 0.08595 -0.00795
0.60000 0.07725 -0.00585
0.70000 0.06484 -0.00466
0.80000 0.04933 -0.00465
0.90000 0.03054 -0.00585
0.95000 0.01984 -0.00725
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B.1 BEMT solver
Code written to solve the Blade Element Momentum Theory
1 !*********************************************************
2 module variables
3
4 real (kind = 8), save :: beta , alpha , phi , a, at , sigmar
5 real (kind = 8), save :: lambda , Uinf , mu , delta_r
6 real (kind = 8), save :: twist , Ct , Cti , error
7 real (kind = 8), save :: power , thrust
8 real (kind = 8), save :: Cl ,Cd , Cp , Cpi , Cpopt , lambda_opt
9 real (kind = 8), allocatable , save :: r(:)
10 real (kind = 8), allocatable , save :: chord(:), cl_cd (:,:)
11 logical , save :: unconvergence
12 end module variables
13
14 !*********************************************************
15 module coef
16
17 integer , save :: nval
18 real (kind = 8) , save :: pi , nele , Nblades , rho
19 real (kind = 8) , save :: Rtip , Rroot , ctip , croot
20
21 end module coef
22 !*********************************************************
23 program windturbine
24 use variables
25 use coef
26
27 implicit none
28
29 real (kind = 8) :: aux , Cx
30
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31 call initial_data ()
32
33 call read_cl_cd ()
34
35 print*, ’Compute Cp opt ................................ ’
36 call compute_cp_opt ()
37
38
39 pause
40
41 end program windturbine
42 !*********************************************************
43 subroutine initial_data ()
44
45 use variables
46 use coef
47
48 implicit none
49
50 integer element
51
52 pi = acos (-1.)
53
54 Nblades = 6.
55 nele = 100.
56 Rtip = 0.510/2
57 Rroot = 0.134/2
58 ctip = 0.048
59 croot = 0.069
60 rho = 1.225
61
62
63 !Eval nodes positions:
64 allocate (r(int(nele)),chord(int(nele )))
65
66 delta_r = ( Rtip - Rroot) /(nele - 1.)
67
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68 do element = 1,nele
69
70 r(element) = Rroot + 0.5* delta_r + &
71 delta_r *(real(element) -1.)
72
73 chord(element) =(croot - ctip )*(r(element) - Rroot )&
74 / (Rroot - Rtip) + croot
75
76 end do
77
78 end subroutine initial_data
79
80 !*********************************************************
81 subroutine eval_cl_cd(AoA)
82
83 use variables
84 use coef
85
86 implicit none
87
88 real (kind = 8), intent(in) :: AoA
89 integer i
90
91 if (AoA.GT.cl_cd(nval ,1).OR.AoA .LT. cl_cd (1,1) ) then
92 !print*, ’ERROR. AoA = ’,AoA , ’ OUT OF RANGE.’
93 !print*, ’lambda = ’, lambda
94
95 if (AoA .GT. cl_cd(nval ,1) )then
96 Cl = cl_cd(nval ,2)
97 Cd = cl_cd(nval ,3)
98 end if
99
100 if (AoA .LT. cl_cd (1,1) ) then
101 Cl = cl_cd (1,2)
102 Cd = cl_cd (1,3)
103 end if
104
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105 end if
106
107 do i = 1,nval -1
108
109 if (AoA .GE. cl_cd(i,1) .AND. AoA .LE. cl_cd(i+1,1)) then
110
111 Cl = cl_cd(i,2) + ( AoA - cl_cd(i,1) ) / &
112 (cl_cd(i+1,1) - cl_cd(i,1)) * (cl_cd(i+1,2) - cl_cd(i,2))
113
114 Cd = cl_cd(i,3) + ( AoA -cl_cd(i,1) ) / &
115 (cl_cd(i+1,1) - cl_cd(i,1)) * (cl_cd(i+1,3) - cl_cd(i,3))
116
117 end if
118
119 end do
120
121 end subroutine eval_cl_cd
122 !*********************************************************
123 subroutine read_cl_cd ()
124
125 use variables
126 use coef
127
128 implicit none
129
130 integer i
131
132 open (UNIT=5,FILE = ’NACA4409.txt’, ACCESS = ’SEQUENTIAL ’)
133
134 !Read number of values
135 read (5,*) nval
136
137 allocate (cl_cd(nval ,3))
138
139 do i = 1,nval
140
141 read (5,*) cl_cd(i,:)
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142
143 end do
144
145 !Close file
146 close (5)
147 print*, ’--> Input file read’
148
149
150 end subroutine read_cl_cd
151 !*********************************************************
152 subroutine compute_cp_opt ()
153
154 use variables
155 use coef
156
157 implicit none
158
159 real(kind =8) i
160
161 open (UNIT = 5, FILE = ’Cp.txt’, ACCESS = ’SEQUENTIAL ’)
162
163 Cpopt = 0.
164
165 do lambda = 0.5 ,10 ,0.1
166
167 call compute_cp_ct ()
168
169 write (5,*) lambda , Cp
170 print*, ’ lambda ’, lambda , ’Cp’, Cp
171
172 if (Cp .GT. Cpopt) then
173
174 Cpopt = Cp
175 lambda_opt = lambda
176
177 end if
178
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179 end do !LAMBDA
180
181 print*, ’--> Cp vs tip -speed ratio calculated.’
182 print*, ’Cp opt: ’, Cpopt
183 print*, ’lambda: ’, lambda_opt
184
185 close (5)
186
187
188 end subroutine compute_cp_opt
189 !*********************************************************
190 subroutine solve_BEMT ()
191
192 use variables
193 use coef
194
195 implicit none
196
197 real (kind = 8) aux , a_old , at_old , Cx , Cy
198 integer iter , iter_max
199
200 !Initial values:
201
202 a = 1/3.
203 at= a * (1. - a)/( lambda*lambda * mu*mu)
204
205 a_old = a
206 at_old = at
207
208 error = 1.
209 iter = 1
210 iter_max = 1000
211 unconvergence = .FALSE.
212
213 do while (iter .LT. (iter_max + 1) .AND. error .GT. 1.e-6)
214
215 phi = atan ((1. - a_old )/(mu*lambda *(1+ at_old )))
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216 alpha = phi - beta
217 alpha = alpha *180./ pi
218
219 call eval_cl_cd(alpha)
220
221 Cx = Cl * cos(phi) + Cd * sin(phi)
222 Cy = Cl * sin(phi) - Cd * cos(phi)
223
224 aux = sigmar * Cx &
225 / (4. * sin(phi) * sin(phi))
226
227 a = aux / (1. + aux)
228
229 aux = sigmar * ( Cy ) &
230 / (4. * sin(phi) * cos(phi))
231
232 at = aux / (1. - aux)
233
234 error = max( (abs(at-at_old )) , abs(a-a_old ))
235
236 a_old = a
237 at_old = at
238
239 if (iter .GE. iter_max) then
240
241 unconvergence = .TRUE.
242
243 end if
244
245 iter = iter + 1
246
247 end do
248
249 end subroutine solve_BEMT
250 !*********************************************************
251 subroutine compute_cp_ct ()
252
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253 use variables
254 use coef
255
256 implicit none
257
258 integer element
259
260 Cp = 0.
261 Ct = 0.
262
263 do element = 1,nele
264
265 mu = r(element) / Rtip
266 sigmar = Nblades*chord(element )/(2*pi*r(element ))
267
268 twist = 10. * pi / 180. !radians
269
270 beta = twist
271
272 call solve_BEMT ()
273
274 if ( (a .LT. 0.5 )) then
275
276 Cpi = 4. * a * (1 - a) * (1 - a)
277
278 Cti = 4. * a * (1 - a)
279
280 Cp = Cp + Cpi * 2 * pi * r(element) * delta_r
281
282 Ct = Ct + Cti * 2 * pi * r(element) * delta_r
283
284 elseif ( a .GT. 0.5) then
285
286 Cp = 0./0.
287 Ct = 0./0.
288
289 print*, lambda , ’BEMT INVALID. a= ’, a
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290
291 exit
292
293 end if
294
295 if (unconvergence) then
296
297 print*, lambda , ’Unconverged ’
298
299 Cp = 0./0.
300 Ct = 0./0.
301
302 end if
303
304 end do !ELEMENTS
305
306 Cp = Cp / (pi * Rtip * Rtip)
307
308 Ct = Ct / (pi * Rtip * Rtip)
309
310 end subroutine compute_cp_ct
311
312 !*********************************************************
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B.2 Aerofoil coordinates interpolation
Code written to introduce the geometry in ANSYS.
1 !**********************************************************
2 !
3 ! PROGRAM:
4 ! Spline interpolation of NACA 4409 (increased by 1mm)
5 !
6 ! Note: This code was developed within the subject
7 ! NUMERICAL METHODS IN AEROSPACE
8 !**********************************************************
9
10 program spline_interpolation
11
12 implicit none
13
14 ! Variables
15 integer , parameter :: n_in = 18, n_out = 500
16 real xy_in(2,n_in), xy_out(2,n_out), step
17 integer i, iter
18
19 open (UNIT = 5, FILE=’extrados_naca4409.txt’, &
20 ACCESS = ’SEQUENTIAL ’)
21
22 do i = 1, n_in
23
24 read (5,*) xy_in(:,i)
25
26 end do
27
28 close (5)
29
30 call spline (xy_in , xy_out , n_in , n_out)
31
32 open(UNIT=6,FILE=’naca4409_spline_extrados_1.txt’, &
33 ACCESS=’SEQUENTIAL ’,STATUS=’REPLACE ’)
34
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35 do i = 1, n_out
36 write (6,*) xy_out(:,i)
37 end do
38
39
40 close (6)
41
42 end program spline_interpolation
43
44 !*********************************************************
45 subroutine spline(xf_in , xf_out , n_in , n_out)
46
47 implicit none
48 integer , intent(IN) :: n_in , n_out
49 real , intent(IN) :: xf_in(2,n_in)
50 real , intent(OUT) :: xf_out(2,n_out)
51
52 real :: aux , step , x, chi , size , values (4)
53 real , allocatable :: deriv (:)
54 integer :: i, position
55
56 allocate(deriv(n_in))
57
58 do i = 2, n_in -1
59 deriv(i) = (xf_in(2,i+1) - xf_in(2,i-1)) &
60 / (xf_in(1,i+1) - xf_in(1,i-1))
61 end do !i
62
63 aux = (xf_in(2,2)- xf_in (2,1)) / (xf_in(1,2)- xf_in (1,1))
64 deriv (1) = deriv (2) - 2. * (deriv (2) - aux)
65
66 aux =( xf_in(2,n_in) - xf_in(2,n_in -1)) /( xf_in(1,n_in) &
67 - xf_in(1,n_in -1))
68 deriv(n_in) = deriv(n_in -1) + 2. * (aux -deriv(n_in -1))
69
70 step = (xf_in(1,n_in) - xf_in (1,1)) /real(n_out - 1)
71
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72 xf_out (:,1) = xf_in (:,1)
73 xf_out(:,n_out) = xf_in(:,n_in)
74
75 position = 2
76 do i = 2, n_out -1
77 x = xf_in (1,1) + real(i-1) * step
78
79 10 continue
80 if (xf_in(1,position) .LT. x) then
81 position = position + 1
82 go to 10
83 end if
84
85 size = xf_in(1,position) - xf_in(1,position -1)
86 chi = (x - xf_in(1,position -1)) / size
87
88 values (1) = xf_in(2,position -1)
89 values (2) = deriv(position -1) * size
90 values (3) = xf_in(2,position)
91 values (4) = deriv(position) * size
92
93 xf_out(1,i) = x
94 call interpolate(chi , values , xf_out(2,i))
95
96 end do !i
97
98 end subroutine spline
99
100 !*******************************************************
101 subroutine interpolate(chi , values , f)
102
103 implicit none
104 real , intent(IN) :: chi , values (4)
105 real , intent(OUT) :: f
106
107 real h(4)
108
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109 call hermite(chi , h)
110
111 f = dot_product(values , h)
112
113 end subroutine interpolate
114
115 !*******************************************************
116 subroutine hermite(t, hij)
117
118 implicit none
119 real , intent(IN) :: t
120 real , intent(OUT) :: hij (4)
121 real t2 , t3
122
123 t2 = t * t
124 t3 = t2 * t
125
126 hij (1) = 2 * t3 - 3 * t2 + 1
127 hij (2) = t3 - 2 * t2 + t
128 hij (3) = - 2 * t3 + 3 * t2
129 hij (4) = t3 - t2
130
131 end subroutine hermite
132
133 !******************************************************
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